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Executive Summary 
This report summarizes 10th West Engineers' (lOWE) storm water conveyance design for Logan 
City. The implementation of the design mitigates flood risk due to storm water discharge , helps 
improve local water quality, and uses infrastructure that would otherwise be abandoned. The 
system collects storm water discharged along 1000 West and transports the water to the holding 
pond located at approximately 2400 West 2200 North, Logan, Utah (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1. Aerial Photo of the Area of Interest Current Conditions 
Logan City is located in northern Utah's Cache County. As development and redevelopment 
occur, storm water runoff quantities will decrease due to new regulations. However, Logan 
City ' s storm water system does not extend beyond 1000 West, which causes localized flooding. 
This project had three phases. First , 1 OWE collected data from both Logan City and through field 
investigations. Second, 1 OWE designed an efficient system to convey water from existing 
discharge locations to the holding pond. Third , 1 OWE completed this final report to submit to 
Logan City on the propo sed storm water conveyance system. 
lOWE followed severa l design methods outlined in government manual s. lOWE' s post-
construction recommendations for Logan City are: 1) mow banks of each channel annually; 2) 
conduct a system inspection yearly and after a storm that exceeds the 20-year event to ensme that 
all channels and diversion structures are operating as designed. 
lOWE collaborated with the client, Logan City, to ensure the design satisfied all the client's 
goals. The client had three goals: design a gravity-fed system , minimi ze effect on wetlands, and 
produce an economical design. 1 OWE collaborated with Cutler Engineering , who designed a 
treatment process for the storm water, and Westside Drainage Solutions , who designed a 
drainage system for a farm. 
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Problem Statement 
Logan City is located in northern Utah's Cache County. The average annual rainfall for Cache 
Valley is between 15 and 20 inches (PRISM 2016). Several times a year, the incompl ete storm 
water system causes flooding , which risks industrial and agricultural lands. The current system 
collects storm water between 200 West and 1000 West, and discharges the water directly along 
1000 West. 
Cutler Reservoir , Swift Slough, and the Lower Bear River in Cache Valley do not comply with 
water quality regulations. The Clean Water Act of 1972 mandates that all municipal separate 
storm sewer systems (MS4) comply with EPA regulation s, expresse d as Total Maximum Daily 
Loads (TMDLs). Logan City's tmtreated storm water might contribute to the pollution in these 
water bodies . The pollution threatens surface water, groundwater , and wildlife in the area. 
Logan City plan s to implement a new wastewater treatment process. However , the new treatment 
process is not designed to use the existing polishing ponds. Consequently, Logan City hopes to 
use these polishing ponds to treat sto1m water. 
The implementation of this design improves storm water management. 10th West Engineers 
(1 OWE) had three goals . First, design a system to transport water from the discharge locations to 
the holding pond . Second, design a system that provides irrigation users access to water during a 
storm. Third , comply with the goals of the client: design a gravity-fed system, minimize effect on 
wetlands, and produce an economical design. 
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Project Description 
l0WE's objective was to design a storm water conveyance system for the client , Logan City. 
This design report details a system t,hat collects storm water along 1000 West and transports the 
water to the holding pond (see Figure 2). 
Figure 2. Aerial Photo of the Area of Interest New Holding Pond 
The following project description is divided into four sections: task s, inter-team cooperation, 










Completed a field investigation between 1000 West and 2400 West 
Gathered pertinent data from Logan City, Cutler Engineering, and Westside Drainage 
Solutions 
Identified locations of surface water rights using ArcGIS 
Identified potential flow paths using TauDEM and ArcGIS 
Created design storm using Storm and Sanitary 
Designed and drafted channels and diversion structures using AutoCAD and Microsoft 
Office 
Selected optimal flow paths 
Completed the final design repo1i using Micro soft Office 
Inter-team Cooperation 
Lance Hou ser, PE, Assistant City Engineer, and client representative , served as the External 
Professional Engineer (EPE) for three related design projects. 1 OWE designed a system to 
transpo1i storn1 water to the holding pond. Cutler Engineering designed a system to treat this 
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storm water. Westside Drainage Solutions designed a drainage system for a farm located near 
1000 West. 
1 OWE, Cutler Engineering, and Westside Drainage Solutions worked together to obtain and 
process data. Westside Drainage Solutions conducted a Cone Penetration Test (CPT) to identify 
soil properties (see Appendix I). Due to budget constraints, lOWE did not conduct further CPT's 
in the area of interest to verify soil conditions. However , Westside Drainage Solutions did not 
provide a unit weight or friction angle for the soil. Therefore, under the direction of the EPE, 
lOWE assumed a unit weight and friction angle. 
The team leaders held meetings to coordinate assignments and deadlines. Additionally, the teams 
shared meeting minutes via Google Drive to provide each team access to relevant information. 
Professional Ethics 
1 OWE was committed to using the highest level of professional ethics. Therefore, 1 OWE 
complied with the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Code of Ethics (see Special 
Summary Documentation) . 
1 OWE used industry standard design criteria under the direction of the EPE. 1 OWE used the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) manual Urban Hydrology for Small 
Watersheds to create the design storm. lOWE used local design standards for open channel 
design and the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) manual Design of Small Canal 
Structures for the hydraulic structure design. 1 OWE followed the American Concrete Institute ' s 
(ACI) design standards for the design of the diversion structures.I OWE complied with additional 
regulation s as needed (see Special Summary Documentation). 
1 OWE used professional conduct in their interactions with the client and mentors. 1 OWE 
developed and applied effective methods for overcoming challenges (see Special Summary 
Documentation). During the design sequence, 1 OWE met all deadlines they had control over and 
was punctual to all meetings. Additionally, 1 OWE communicated professionally within the team, 
with the external and faculty mentors, and with team leaders from Cutler Engineering and 
Westside Drainage Solutions. Minutes for meetings conducted since the Interim Report 
submission are included in Appendix II. Person-hour work reports are included in Appendix III. 
Design Sequence 
The design sequence had three phases : data collection, system design , and a final repmi. 1 OWE 
produced a final Gantt chaii that displays the project timeline (see Figure 3). The design phases 
were divided into five sections: data collection , design storm, topography , design, ai1d final 
repo1i. Appendix IV contains the proposed , revised , and final Gantt charis. 
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Final Gantt Chart 




Figure 3. Final Gantt Chart 
Data Collection. In May 2016 , lOWE completed a field investigation from 1400 N01ih to 2500 
No1ih and 200 West to 3200 West (area of interest) (see Figure 4). lOWE drove through the area 
of interest and identified potential flow paths. 1 OWE also observed the holding pond , polishing 
ponds, pump, and outflow from the polishing ponds. The field investigation illustrated the scale 
of the project and the current conditions in the area of interest. 
This field investigation involved driving to , around, and through the area of interest. 1 OWE 
mitigated the risks from injury while traveling by wearing seatbelts and obeying all local driving 
regulations. Photographs from the field investigation are included in Appendix V. 
The EPE and Logan City provid ed essential data for the completion of the design. Data 
collection began in May 2016. The design process commenced as soon as 1 OWE received the 
necessary data. 
In addition, 1 OWE completed field measurements. These measurements established a base flow 
for various creeks in the area of interest. This process involved taking the water velocity and 
cross-sectional area measurements in the creeks (see Appendix VI). The creeks measured are 
lined with fine clay. 1 OWE carefully evaluated where to take measurements to ensure they did 
not become trapped in the clay. 1 OWE completed this investigation in late fall and all team 
members wore appropriate clothing to diminish the risk of illness. 
Design Storm. Logan City ' s design storm was outdated due to the effect of land developments. 
Under the direction of the EPE, lOWE created a new design storm. The creation of the new 
design storm was not anticipated and delayed the project. 
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Using information from the NRCS , 1 OWE identified a hydrologic group for each soil type in the 
drainage basin. With topographical contours overlaid in ArcGIS, 1 OWE delineated sub basins 
and assigned a curve number to each sub basin. 1 OWE decided to create the design storm in 
Storm and Sanitary , an Autodesk application. The drainage area data is included in Appendix I. 
The hydro logic group and surface terrain of the sub basins determined the curve number. By 
determining the total sheet and pipe flow distance, 1 OWE calculated a time to concentration for 
each sub basin. The conveyance system design ensures containment of runoff for a 100-year 
storm . Using the 100-year storm minimizes the risk of flood damage to the area of interest. 
The design was created on November 3, 2016, and approved by the EPE on December 13, 2016. 
The maximum flow of the 100-year storm is 430 cubic feet per second. Consequently , lOWE 
eliminated the do nothing alternative because of potential damage from the high flows. 
Under the supervision of the EPE, 1 OWE conducted a groundwater analysis to evaluate whether 
or not on-site treatment was a viable alternative. 1 OWE used data from the NRCS to determine a 
representative hydraulic conductivity (k) in the area of interest. To determine elevation of the 
water table , 1 OWE researched average well depths in the area of interest using information from 
the Utah Division of Water Rights. Using this information , lOWE calculated a groundwater 
velocity of 0.0064 feet per hour (see Table 2 and Appendix VI). 
Table 2. Groundwater Analysis 
Hydraulic Conductivity k (in/hr) 0.06 
Differential Head ~h (ft) 207.13 
Length L (ft) 161.00 
Darcy Velocity v (ft./hr.) 0.0064 
Due to the low permeability of the soil, 1 OWE determined that on-site treatment of storm water 
would not be possible. Furthermore, 1 OWE concluded that groundwater in the area would not be 
significantly affected by the construction and operation of the storm water conveyance system. 
Topography. To understand the topography of the area of intere st, lOWE compiled aerial 
photographs in ArcGIS (see Figure 4A). 
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C) TauDEM Results D) Surface Water Rights 
Figure 4. AGRC, Elevation, TauDEM, Surface Water Rights 
lOWE overlaid elevation data on the aerial photographs (see Figure 4B). Using this infmmation, 
1 OWE ran TauDEM over the area of interest. TauDEM analyzed the elevations in the area and 
displayed natural flow paths for the area (see Figure 4C). The nah1ral flow paths helped 1 OWE 
consider the constraints associated with the design. 
Canals in the area supply water to owners of water rights. Surface water rights are signified by 
pink dots in Figure 4D. This social constraint was addressed in the final design. 1 OWE ensured 
that all individuals have access to their water rights by designing diversion structures. 
Diversion struchu-e design was a health and safety constraint. Obtaining soil data where 
structures are built was essential for the safety of the struch1re (see Appendix I). As previously 
mentioned , 1 OWE used representative soil data for the design. 1 OWE ensured structural integrity 
by designing for the saturated soil conditions. Structural failure may cause flooding damages. 
Wetlands in the area of interest were environmental and economic constraints. As defined by the 
EPA , wetlands improve water qual ity, provide wild life habitat , and regulate surface water flow 
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(EPA 2016). For these reasons , the design avoided disturbing the wetlands to the extent possible. 
In addition, the Army Corps of Engineers requires three acres of wetlands be restored for every 
acre disturbed during construction. This was an economic constraint because the cost of 
replacing one acre of disturbed wetland is $180,000. 
The design of"a gravity-operated conveyance system was an economic and constructability 
constraint. Pumps in the design were outside Logan City 's budget. Therefore , natural flow paths 
identified by TauDEM enabled 1 OWE to design a gravity-operated system. 1 OWE conducted a 
meeting with the faculty advisor (FA) and the EPE to discuss flow paths. Several potential paths 
were identified. 
The existing pipe transpo1iing water from the holding pond to the polishing ponds does not have 
the required capacity. Two alternative designs were replacing the existing 48-inch pipe with 60-
inch pipe or moving the holding pond. These alternatives were economic constraints that 
required a cost benefit analysis (Appendix VI) . 1 OWE determined that moving the holding pond 
is more economical than replacing the existing pipe (see Figure 2). 
Design. 1 OWE designed channels and diversion structures for the storm water conveyance 
system. IOWE used Design of Small Canal Structures to design safe and effective structures. A 
sedimentology specialist may review the design to analyze long-term channel condition s. The 
channels and diversion structures were constrained by economic , health and safety, and 
constructability factors. 
Economic constraints were a factor in this design. IOWE minimized the size, length, and 
quantity of hydraulic structures. As the channel length increases , more materials , time, and work 
are necessary to complete construction. These factors increased the cost of the project. As the 
size and quantity of diversion structures increased , construction costs also increased. 
The health and safety of the public is an impmiant factor to consider. All structures were 
designed to government standards and with adequate factors of safety. This prevents failure that 
could risk public health and safety. 
Constructability was impmiant to consider. Many constructability factors were related to 
economic factors. 1 OWE designed simple and economical channels and diversion structures. 
1 OWE avoided harming wetlands to the extent possible during design. Additionally, saturated 
soil and slope instability may cause construct ion equipment to sink or overturn. 1 OWE 
considered saturated conditions to ensure the safety of construction workers . 
The final channel aligrnnent governed channel design. 1 OWE designed the channels to avoid 
wetlands and transpo1i the water to the new holding pond. Mitigating disturbed wetlands is 
expensive. Therefore , 1 OWE decided to expand the existing canals to convey the water and avoid 
the wetlands. lOWE looked at maps of the area to determine what channels could be used to 
convey the water to the new holding pond location . With the assistance of the EPE, lOWE 
selected the final charn1el aligrn11ent. 
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The next step in channel design was to size the existing channels for the 100-year design storm. 
lOWE used the outflow hydrograph to determine the flow rates for each channel (Figure 5). 
Figure 5. Channel Reaches 
1 OWE used elevation and aerial photography in AutoCAD Civi l 3D to plot the exist ing channels . 
1 OWE created profile plots of the existing ground surface for each channel (Figure 6). 
I r J ---
r - \ r --- -- - \. -~ - -=--·~------ - -~~ 
Figure 6. Profile Plot 
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Using the profile plots, 1 OWE determined the channel bed slopes. Each time the flow rate or 
channel bed slope changed, 1 OWE designed a unique cross section. Under the direction of the 
EPE and the FA, 1 OWE used Manning ' s equation to design each cross section. 1 OWE ensured 
channel geometry followed standards from Logan City ' s Cache Valley Storm Water Design 
Standards. The USBR manual Design of Small Canal Structures provided specifications for the 
freeboard requirements. 
Figure 7 shows a map of every cross sect ion. The number and letter for each cross section 
corresponds to a table displaying the geometry for each cross section. Table 3 contains the 
geometry of each section on Reach 5(2). Appendix VI contains cross sections and tables for 
every channel. Detailed calculations for the channel geometry are contained on the flash drive. 
~38 
Figure 7. Channel Cross Sections 
Table 3. Reach Summary 
Reach 5(2) 
Plan View Key Station Flow (cfs) Slope Base (ft) Depth (ft) Side Slope 
5(2)A 3036+00 97.79 0.0065 3 3.7 3 
5(2)B 3018+37 97.79 0.0006 4 5.0 
,., 
.) 




Using the section lines , 1 OWE created a plot of the ground surface at every location. 1 OWE drew 
cross sections to calculate cut volumes and top scrape areas. 1 OWE used this data in the 
economic analysis. Figure 8 shows a section view of station number 3018+ 3 7. 
13018-r 3 7.0S I 
4470 4470 
4460 -~ 4 460 
4450 -~ 4450 
---=-
L440 ~ L1-440 
LL4JQ L430 
4420 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
4420 
Figure 8. Section View 
The bottom axis represents distance in feet from the centerline of the channel. The left and right 
axes display channel elevation in feet. 1 OWE created similar section views for every cross 
section shown in Figure 7. The area between the pink lines represents the soil that must be 
excavated along the chaimel. 1 OWE used the end area method to calcu late total cut volumes and 
scrape areas (Appendix VI). 
In the area of interest, there are multiple owners of surface water rights. The owners of surface 
water rights are legally entitled to have access to the water at any time during the year. 1 OWE 
designed two reinforced concrete diversion structures to ensure the owners have access to the 
water (see Figure 5). 1 OWE designed the diversion structures under the direction of the EPE in 
compliance with the ACI Building Code, Building Code for Requirements for Structural 
Concrete. Calculations ai·e shown in Appendix VI. 1 OWE designed the diversion structures as 
cantilever retaining walls. 
The entire area of interest was assumed to be wetlands for the cost estimate. Local water rights 
and the layout of the chaimels governed the location of the diversion structures . Therefore , 
1 OWE did not attempt to avoid wetlands when determining the location of the diversion 
structures. 
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1 OWE began diversion structure design after the width of the channels and flow through the 
cha1mels were designed. Under the direction of the EPE, twelve-inch diameter head gates were 
se lected to ensure water right owners are provided with three to five cubic feet of water per 
second. The owners of the water right s will use a Waterman C-10 12-inch Canal Gate, or an 
equiva lent gate , based on specifications provided by the manufacturer (see Appendi x I) 
(Watennan Industries, 2017). lOWE designed a weir to pass the maximum flow to the polishin g 
pond s when the head gate is closed. The top widths of the channel and the existing diversion 
cana l determined the length of the structure (see Figure 9). lOWE designed both diversion 
structures using the same method. Figures of diversion structure 2 are in Appendix V. 
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Figure 9. Structure 1 View BB 
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Once the initial dimensio ns of the structures were calculated , 1 OWE determined the base width 
of the structure through trial and error. 1 OWE minimized the size of the structure due to 
economic constraints. 1 OWE used the following safety factors for design: 1.5 for overturning, 2 
for sliding , and 3 for bearing capacity. 
To prevent sliding, I0WE could have increased the width of the structure or added a cutoff wall. 
Adding a cutoff wall was more economical. Additionally , the cutoff wall controls seepage under 
the structure (see Figure 10). lOWE asstm1ed the specific weight of the soil was 100 pound s per 
cubic foot, and the friction angle of the soil was 30 degree s. 
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Figure 10. Structure 1 View AA 
The strncture s will have 1.5 feet of soi l on top of the foundation . lOWE designed diversion 
structur e 1 to be embedd ed in 3 feet of soil on each side and diversion structure 2 to be 
em bedded in 5 feet of soil on eac h side. Using Google Eaiih , lOWE calcul ated the ang le required 
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Figure 11. Structure 1 Plan View 
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1 OWE calculated the necessary amount of reinforcing steel. The design complies with the ACI 
Building Code minimum area of reinforcing steel for temperature shrinkage. 1 OWE designed the 
reinforcing steel to be embedded in three inches of concrete becau se the structure is in contact 
with soil and water. 
When the diversion structures are constructed, the contractor will need to stabilize the soil to 
prevent differential settlement. The contractors must excavate the area to a depth of 18 inches 
and backfill with 12 inches of 3-inch diamet er rock. The contractors will continue to consolidate 
the soil and add rock until the area stabilizes. Once the area stabilizes, the contractors will add 6 
inches of crushed, well-graded aggregate with a maximum particle size of ¾-inch. Contractors 
will compact the area to 95% of standard proctor. Once this has occurred, the contractors may 
build the diversion structure. 
1 OWE designed riprap to prevent scour on the downstream side of the structure. Scour could 
undermine the foundation, causing failure. 1 OWE calculated the plunge velocity of the water and 
the appropriate gradation of riprap required to prevent scour. The design specifies that the riprap 
be 24 inch es deep and extend 10 feet down stream (see Table 4 and Table 5). 
Table 4. Diversion Structure 1 Riprap 
Lower Higher 
Range Range 
ft in lbs ft in lbs 
D1 00 0.91 10.90 64.76 1.23 14.79 161.91 
Dso 0.72 8.65 32.38 0.77 9.19 38.86 
Dis 0.49 5.87 10.12 0.61 7.30 19.43 
Table 5. Diversion Structure 2 Riprap 
Lower Higher 
Range Range 
ft in lbs ft ID lbs 
D1 00 1.53 18.31 306.76 2.07 24.85 766.89 
Dso 1.21 14.53 153.38 1.29 15.44 184.05 
Dis 0.82 9.86 47.93 1.02 12.26 92.03 
lOWE's post -construction recommendations for Logan City are: 1) mow banks of each channel 
annually; 2) conduct a system inspection yearly and after a storm that exceeds the 20-year event 
to ensure that all chmmels and diversion struch1res are operating as designed. 
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An alternative to this design is to install about 8.6 miles of box culvert instead of expanding the 
existing canals. The estimated cost of this alternative is $68.3 million dollars. Therefore, l OWE 
selected the design presented in this report. 
Final Report. The objective ofthis project was to deliver this final report to Logan City on the 
design of a storm water conveyance system. The FA and EPE approved all final designs , 
construction drawings , and estimated costs before 1 OWE submitted this final report. 
Construction of this design is dependent upon approval by Logan City Council. Contractors will 
review this design report during the bidding process. 
Budget 
1 OWE incun-ed travel expenses during the field investigation. These expenses and the estimated 
cost of the project are outlined below . 
Team Expenses 
Per the Internal Revenue System (IRS 2016), the "standard mileage rates for the use of a car" is 
reimbursed at 54 cents per mile driven for business purpo ses. Consequently, the travel 
rein1bursement to date is $24.30 (Appendix VI). However, lOWE is volunteering their time and 
will not actually be reimbursed by Logan City. 
Estimated Cost 
The total estimated cost of the project is $12.4 million. This cost includes design , materials , 
excavation , wetland mitigation , relocating pump stations, and purchasing land (Appendix VI). 
All construction costs were estimated under the direction of the EPE. 
Conclusion 
This design focused on transp01iing storm water from 1000 West to a holding pond. The water is 
pumped from the holding pond into the polishing pond s for treatment. The treated water is 
discharged into Swift Slough. Logan City's interest in this project highlights the possibility of 
implementing this design. 
The negativ e environmental impact of untreat ed storm water affects water bodies downstream of 
Logan City. Collecting and treating storm water could prevent pollution, which contributes to 
removing Cutler Reservoir, Swift Slough, and the Lower Bear River from the EPA ' s list of 
impaired waters. 
Conveying storm water to the holding ponds and through the polishing ponds has tlu·ee benefit s. 
First , flood risk is minimized. Second, pollutant discharge is decreased. Third, Logan City uses 
infrastructure that would otherwise be abandoned . 
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lOWE cooperated with Cutler Engineering and Westside Drainage Solutions to design a storm 
water conveyance and treatment system. Together , these teams provided a long-term sustainable 
solution for Logan City's storm water management system. 
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Reflective Writing 
My participation in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Design Sequence (CEEDS) was a 
growing experience for three reasons. First , I learned how the design process works. Second, I 
gained experience overcoming challenges and delays. Third , I learned from each of my team 
members and became a better leader because of them. · 
We began the project by meeting with Lance Houser , the Assistant City Eng ineer for Logan 
City. As we met with Lance, we outlined the scope of the project. Thi s experi ence was valuable 
becau se it was an open -ended problem that wasn't from a textbook. It was up to us to evaluate 
and analyze what parameters would be important. I enjoyed this because it helped me realize that 
a thorough under standing of the problem isn't suffici ent. It was necessary for us to under stand all 
of the elements that were connected to the problem and how they influenced the problem. We 
spent a great deal of time understanding as much as we could about the problem . This helped us 
create a better solution. I believe that the ability to understand a problem is directly proportional 
to the ability to develop an effect ive solution efficiently. In other words , this experience 
reinforced the fact that it' s difficult to fix something that you don 't know is broke-or how it 
broke in the first place. 
The next pha se of the process was to collect data and evaluate alternative designs. This proc ess 
was helpful beca use I was able to appl y what I had learned about econom ic analysis and quantify 
why some alternatives were better than others. It was satisfying to present an alternative to our 
client with a monetary benefit associated with it. 
One of my main contributions to the project was to create a 100-year storm event. This was 
rewardin g because I was able to apply the theo1y and concepts I learned in CEE 3430 
(Hydrology). I was expected to scientificall y determine the amount of runoff that would be 
generated in subdivisions and industrial areas . This was difficult because I had never done this 
before. Once the design stonn was approved, I was extremely satisfied knowing that I succeeded 
in applying what I had learne d in my course. This helped me look forward to applying principles 
that I understand to solve a variety of problem s. 
Understanding the design proces s was helpful because now I have a better idea what to expect in 
my career. Most of the coursework in the department focuses on covering the01y and application. 
However, I don ' t recall ever understanding how it all fit into the big picture . This design process 
did that for me. It helped to see how technical knowledge is necessmy , but not sufficient. 
Economic, social, and constructability factors constrained the design. 
Compiling the design report was the most frustrating part of the project. It was frustrating 
because I felt that I was expected to perform at a high standard without being provided sufficient 
tools to help me elevate my performance to meet the expectations. Durin g this process, technical 
writing help wasn 't provided to assist students in the cla ss. However , I took our design rep01i to 
technical writers on campus who help ed me improve the langua ge mechanic s of the report. 
During these visits, I found myself correcting the report before the techni cal writers caught 
eITors. This was an extreme ly rewarding feeling . Although, it wasn ' t an easy learning process , I 
felt that I learne d teclmical writing better than I would have otherwise. 
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As the team leader, I had the primary responsibility to communicate with the client and External 
Professional Engineer (EPE). This was often difficult because he was unresponsive. I attempted 
steadily for 3 months to establish contact and was unsuccessful. This was demotivating and 
frustrating. Looking back, I realized that I could have leveraged a contract that was signed by our 
team and the EPE to hold the EPE accountable. I believe that I could have done this in a 
professional and empathetic way. I understood that the EPE was busy, but I could have 
prevented a great deal of frustration if I had gone to the EPE's office and spoken directly about 
how we as a team were feeling because of his neglect. I think that the ability to express feelings 
and perspectives openly helps prevent and resolve conflict. I could have done better at 
developing this ability. 
I felt that we used our time wisely throughout the entire course of the project. We focused on 
creating detailed agendas to help attendees prepare for the meeting. The agendas enabled us to 
use the time we were together to make decisions and receive feedback. Minimal time was spent 
updating each other because that was taken care of mainly over email. It was extremely 
rewarding to complete the final design report on schedule even when our final report file became 
corrupted. This was rewarding because even though there were many things we couldn't control, 
we accomplished everything that we did have control over. 
I enjoy coordinating with people . As the team leader , I felt that I learned a lot from each of my 
team members. I learned to be more thorough and detail oriented in design. I learned to think 
through problems and analyze each component of a project. I also experienced the creativity and 
synergy that can come from a group that trusts and values each other's opinions. I became a 
better leader because of the strengths of my team members. 
For engineering students preparing for their senior design project I would emphasize the 
importance of initiative . It is essential to meet deadlines. Mentors are busy people and they don't 
get paid extra money to assist and supervise you. I would also emphasi ze that students spend 
time selecting a team that they can work with and invest in open communication to build trust as 
a team. This will pay dividends all throughout the design process. 
The CEEDS process was helpful because I learned that it is worth every effort to develop a deep 
understanding of the problem because this is an essential in order to solve the problem. I also 
learned how to manage setbacks and delays in a project. Finally, I felt that I was able to learn 
from the skills and abilities of my team members. 
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Atterberg Limits Data Sheet 
ASTM 04318-10 
Project Name: _____ B_o_u_dr_e_ro_ P_ o_n_d ____ _ 
Location: 1405 W 1000 N 
Tested By: Tyson Glover 
Checked By: __ c_u_rti_s_B_o_w_n_ 
Date: 10/4/16 
Date: 10/4/16 -------,,-....,..,,,...,..-----Boring No: ______ #_1 _a_t C_ P_ 1 _____ _ Test Number: 1 ---- --Sample Depth: ______ 1_2-_2_4_in_c_h_es ____ _ God Elevation: ------





Number of Blows N blows 
Can Number 
~ -- --
Mass of Empty Can Mc {g) 
Mass Can & Soi l {Wet) McMs (g) 
Mass Can & Soil {Dry) Meas {g) 
Mass of Soil Ms {g) 
Mass of Water Mw {g) 
Water Content w {%) 
Liquid Limit {LL or w d {%): 
Plastic Limit (PL or Wp) (%): 
Plasticity Index (Pl) (%): 
uses Classification : 
Pl at "A" Line= 0.73(LL-20) 
One Point Liquid Limit Calculation: 
LL = w n {N/25) 0 12 
PROCEDURE USED 
85 0 Wet Preperatlon 
Multipoint 80 -'#. 
D Ory Preperatlon - 75 .... 
Multipoint C 
s 70 C 

































3 4 1 2 3 4 
15 20 26 
306 204 148 
16.06 15.51 16.05 
45 .13 33.33 39.74 
32 .08 25 .67 30.12 
16.02 10.16 14.07 
13.05 7.66 9.62 
81.5 75.4 68.4 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Liquid Limit (LL or wL) 
~~ 
~ ... y = -23.75 1n(x) + 146.03 
R2 = 0.9953 
D 










Number of Blows (N) 
14.333 Atte rberg Limits Worksheet Revised 02/13 of 
Figure 12. Atterberg Limits Soil Test 1 
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Atterberg Limits Data Sheet 
ASTM D4318-10 
Project Name: _____ B..,..o_u,...dr_e.,..ro....,P,..,o..,.n..,..d ____ _ 
Location: 1405 W 1000 N --------------Boring No: _____ #_2_a_t N_ ort_h_ E_ n_d ____ _ 
Sample Depth : ______ 1_2-_2_4_in_c_h_es ____ _ 
uses Soil Classification: 
Tested By: Tyson Glover 
Checked By: __ c_u_rti_s_B_o_w_n_ 
Test Number: 1 ------
Gnd Elevation: ------
Fat Clay (CH) 
Date: 10/4/ 16 
Date: 10/4/16 




Number of Blows N blows 
Can Number -- ---
~ 
Mass of Empty Can Mc (g) 
Mass Can & Soil (Wet) McMs (g) 
Mass Can & Soil {Dry) Mcos (g) 
Mass of Soil Ms (g) 
Mass of Water Mw (g) 
Water Content w (%) 
Liquid Limit (LL or w L) (%): 71 
Plastic Limit (PL or Wp) (%): 52 
Plasticity Index (Pl) (%): 19 
USCS Classification: CH 
Pl at "A" Line= 0.73(LL-20) 
One Point Liquid Limit Calculation: 
LL = w n (N/25)012 
PROCEDURE USED 
80 0 Wet Preperatlon 
Multipoint 
75 -';!. D Ory Preperation -.... 70 Multipoi nt C 
G) -D C 65 Procedure A 0 Multipoint 0 I-
G) 60 .... 
DProcedure B One-
~ Point 55: 
50 
10 
14.333 Atterberg Limits Worksheet 

















3 4 1 2 3 4 
28 18 23 
208 411 415 
15.68 15.48 16.03 
51.44 47.46 51.84 
37.41 33.58 36.85 
21.73 18.10 20.82 
14.03 13.88 14.99 
64.6 76.7 72.0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Liquid Limit (LL or wL) 
y = -27.1 ln(x) + 155.6 
R2 = 0.9631 
Number of Blows (N) 
Revised 02/13 of 
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Drainage Area Characteristics 
Table Ill. Drainage Basin Characteristics 
Basin # 
Hydrologic Soil Group Area 
Classification (Acres) 
1 D 44 .27 
2 D 28.13 
,., 
.) D 13.37 
4 D 9.02 
5 D 35.54 
6 D 14.50 
7 D 12.65 
8 D 56.90 
9 D 51.76 
10 D 57.69 
11 D 458.28 
12 D 713.24 
13 D 296.66 
14 D 208.10 
15 D 235.66 
16 D 90.63 
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Canal Gate Specifications 
C-10 CANAL ,GATE 
This gate is designed l0r use on canal and pipeline systems which op!f31le al low "hl!ads. and -.bere a 
mod!eratety pnced gate Is de'Sired . Typical instalations indude': fann timouts . corvot ol ll'lduslnaJ-sra. 
drainage and for tide 00l'mOI.. 
ConstructiOn is of grey iron w!lh an all-boled sleet hme wll'I ~. • mnmum thickness The slandard slem 
is of a special l!aded steel lflNdl resists conosiCrl. The stem is operated al the slrudUral tame lop by 
a heavy ca,t-bronze U tllll and a cast Iran ~L 
AdiUSlabfe cast irOtl wedge bloc:b. held seaxely in place by two madla1e bolls , assLR a depl!ndable 
sealing dosUNI with a praclical degree of ter llghlness . The ast •cin seats are madlned or grOlft1 
A solid tlm ·ea!;yfl" llardNtleel iS standant 
Optional matenalS lndooe: blonZe seats; sta.-ss sleet s1n.sclwal frame and bob; stanless steel or bfass 
stems . and special epoxy. coal tar or ASTM galvanized coatftgs . 
'Mien dewed . desi!JI val'ialion In 5ll!mdiameler . pilcb and thread rotation ae available IO match ulslng 
equipment. Extended Siems. special lifts , oil sems, stem gUldes and lmil nuts are a few of hi optiGnal 
llems availabe fOf use w!lh these gates . 
Various Sizes and options are availatJle. 
Special matenab avaiable lndude . "NJ..Reslsr Iron c.nt-
lngs. ,tmless steel Sftul1ural frame and auembly bolls . 
lotal galvanlzlng per ASTM A-123 . coal a. . and epoxy 
coabngs. 
llta-ndloct lila:Jdoluaa Sudng HIMdil 
r . 2c- 22 loot lilud 
.. • • - ttlootllud 
.. r . ,er 1 11oot ......s 
44• . n-- 111,oU•ed 
lt...w.alerl.....,_U_llagtlud•• 
0""'1•11ftn~tlvffl11Mdt••~ndanl 
on ,11 WatenNn c-10•• 
Frame Types IDf VariouS lnslalla1ion Reqt*Mlen&s 
F ... . . . Flalba<:k fOr heac!Wal fflOUIQIG 
SB ... ... .. Spigotbaek for anruar or reco,1pra1 conugall!d pipe 
CIP .. .. .. Far '°""8nt cement mounling ow, plaslc pipe 
c .... ···-··· With gaMtmad steel tape,ed selling ccbr re, mn-
c:rete or asbesta. cement pipe . 
SA .. $t)fgotback for annulat com.igaled pipe . 
TYPE 4 For mc,unllng In plasbc plpt 1Ahl1g ~ fwo past 
epoxy 
Featul9s ¼ • minimum 
thle knesa. Com pare to 
compautot'a gate-. 
W11t- Moo.tC.IOWM191ftttpW110ffefll 
IWO ,olftt ld)1111~ Md lilttef .wdglftt 




C-10 CANAL GATE PARTS 
PARTS UST -- air,. ' ,_ t 
J - • 3 ----~ • .. llwolWflGJ J 
s - I • - I , - I • -c.,. ' • ._._ ' .......... • n_ ... • 
,2 ,_ ... . .,,__ • 
,. CWl,it .. • 
II o.a.ttrU J 
.. --·-' ,, _ .... _. 
I 
- -----
CL-10 CANAL GATE 
Watennan Cl-10 Canal Gates are Identical to ou, model C-10 Gates with the 
exception of 11111 call Iron COiier (aide) wNdl la al a ftat plalll type conscrudlon wlh 
dba reinforcing its face. to wttt.tand the maxinnm heilda as noted lot our C-tO 
galea. Tha gate ca,,e, abo feau.• a square bottom design . whlch allows a more 
open "dog-tree• tow al points of IBUal opet'ing . The•• t being ort-, lllghlly raised 
above lhe covet plate IUtface hefpa prevent trash from coledlng behind tie cover 
wtllc:h can eau1e ddlcu1ly In operatton 
Available wlh ltlreaded tlYW nut lot lflJe NRS appk:allon . All parts are Inter• 
dlongeable wth ata- Standard C-to gate Avaltab6e In a variety of &lza . 
lhOWftwlth 
opdo...i 
lttfNded th!IM t IIUC 
r«trw-nalng 
IIMI~ 
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Meeting Attendees: 
December 13, 2016 Minutes 
Tuesday, December 13, 2016; 3:30pm - 5:00pm 
Location 
UWRL 2nd Floor Conference Room 
Beck, Kade; Houser, Lance; Gordon, Megan; Johnson , Mike; Weller, Ryan 
1. 3:55- Welcome-Lance Houser 
2. 3:57 - Follow-up - Mike Johnson 
a. Discussion of Interim Report 
3. 4:00 - Discussion - Lance Houser 
a. Channels 
1. Lance and Kade will finalize design storm after the meeting 
11. Ryan and Lance will size channels over the break 
1. 1 ft freeboard required 
2. Vegetated side slope of2 :1 or 3:1 
3. Velocity below 2-3 cfs 
4. Safety factor on flows 
5. Use normal manning 's coefficient and excel 
b. Diversion Structures 
1. 2 diversion structures needed for water rights 
11. Head gate with fixed orifice (Q = 0.61 * A0 * .Jz * g * !).h) 
111. Assume gate will be full open 
1v. Bypass weir at 5 cfs per mentor ' s advice 
v. Concrete 
1. 12in thick walls 
2. 2 mats of steel/rebar 
3. Cantilever/retaining wall design 
4. Size footing for no water downstream 
5. Cutoff wall to prevent seepage 
6. Check for ove1imning 
7. Assume 4000psi concrete 
8. Waterman head gates, use bolt pattern 
9. Use same structures and worse case 
v1. Culvert s as needed 
c. Final Drawings 
i. Plan to overview and cross section at key location s 
ii. Standard cross sections 
iii. Locate and define grade breaks 
d. Groundwater 
1. Aquiclude 
11. Surface water does not penetrate into groundwater 




1. Assume the channel is filled in to begin with for estimating soil 
to be removed 
11. Ryan will work on costs and be given standard bid/estimate sheets 
111. Material, foundation, excavation , grading·, excess material to landfill , 
mobilization , culverts, wetland, pollution 
f. Final Report 
i. Start around Spring Break 
4. 1:00 -Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
a. 
5. 4:45 - Task Summary - Megan Gordon 
a. 
6. 4:50 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck, Lance Houser, Megan Gordon, Ryan 
Weller 
a. Lance Houser and Ryan Weller will meet Monday, December 19, 2016 at 8am 
to go over channel sizing 
b. Kade Beck, Lance Houser, and Megan Gordon will meet Tuesday, January 
10, 2017 at 3:30pm to work on diversion structures 
c. Both meetings will be held at Logan City 
d. Next meeting with both mentors will be to approve economics 
7. 5:00-Adjournment-Lance Houser 
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January 20, 2017 Minutes 
Friday, January 20, 2017; 9:25am - 10: 10am 
Meeting Attendees: 
Location 
ASCE Study Room 
Beck , Kade; Gordon, Megan; Weller , Ryan 
1. 9:25- Welcome- Kade Beck 
2. 9:26-Follow-up and Discussion -Kade Beck, Megan Gordon , Ryan Weller 
a. Bearing Capacity is still needed from the Westside group 
b. Channels 
1. Could not get the file to work and met with ArcGIS specialists for help 
11. Received new imagery and DEM files , working to import them into 
Civil 3D 
111. Will use all existing channels 
1. Kade had excluded two channels in his analysis and we will 
edit numbers and not redo design storm 
1v. Ryan will meet with Lance thi s Tuesday if needed , if not Ryan will 
meet with Lance next Tuesday for final approval 
v. Channels should be done by February 1, 2017 
c. Economics and Resizing Culverts 
i. Kade will wait to begin until channels and diversion structures are 
finalized 
d. Diversion Structures 
i. Begin making spreadsheet with tentative values 
ii. Lance will put pressure on Westside for bearing capacity 
3. 9:37 - Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
a. Progress Report 1 
i. Turn in by February 6, 2017 at 5pm 
ii. Need report back by February 9, 2017 at 5pm 
b. Progress Report 2 
i. Turn in by March 3, 2017 at 5pm 
ii. Need report back by March 9, 2017 at 5pm 
c. Final Report 
i. Turn in by April 17, 2017 at 5pm 
ii. Need rep01i back by April 20, 2017 at 5pm 
d. Meeting with Lance , Mike , and all group members 
i. March 14, 2017 at 3 :30pm in the UWRL 2nd Floor Conference Room 
4. 10:07 -Task Summary-Megan Gordon 
a. Ryan will work on channel cross sections and slopes 
b. Kade will email Lance and Mike about dates to approve reports and meet 
c. Megan will begin making a spreadsheet for diversion structure s 
5. 10:08 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
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a. Friday , January 27, 2017 at 9:30am in the ASCE Study Room 
b. Tuesday , March 14, 2017 at 3:30pm in the UWRL 2nd Floor Conference 
Room 
6. 10:10-Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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Meeting Attendees: 
February 2, 2017 Minutes 
Friday, February 2, 2017; 9:30am - 10:30am 
Location 
ASCE Study Room 
Beck , Kade; Gordon, Megan; Weller, Ryan 
1. 9:30 - Welcome-Kade Beck 
2. 9:30 - Follow-up 
a. Covered in discussion 
3. 9:32 - Discussion - Kade Beck , Ryan Weller 
a. Progress Report 3 
i. We will not revise the Gantt Chart yet , just discuss change s 
ii. Design will be done February 28th 
iii. T earn Mentor Meeting 
1. Expectation for final report 
2. Base flows 
3. Culvert and diversion structures 
4. Groundwater concerns 
a. Need technical memo from Lance 
5. Economics 
b. Design of channels 
i. Difficulty with spatial references in program 
ii. Finish design by February 10th and have the design be approved by 
Lance in meeting February 14th 
c. Team leader presentation 
i. Discussed presentation 
ii. Practiced presentation 
4. 10:25 - Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
a. Finish design by February 28th 
b. Begin working on the Final Report March 1st 
c. Send progress report to Lance by Februar y 6th at 5pm 
5. 10:28 - Task Summary - Megan Gordon 
a. Megan Gordon will write the progress rep01i and have it finished by February 
,., rd 
.) 
b. Ryan Weller will complete the channel design 
c . Kade Beck will complete the team leader presentation and send the progress 
rep01i to Lance for approval by February 6th at 5pm 
d. Kade and Ryan will review the progre ss report 
6. 10 :29 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
a. Monday , February 6, 2017 at 7:45 am in ENLAB 235 B 
7. 10:30 - Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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March 2, 2017 Minutes 
Thursday , March 2, 2017; 3:00 pm-5:00 pm 
Location 
Lance Hauser's Office 
Meeting Attendees: 
Beck, Kade; Gordon , Megan; Houser, Lance; Weller, Ryan 
1. 3:00- Welcome-Lance Houser 
2. 3:10 - Follow-up - Lance Houser 
a. See Discussion 
3. 3:11- Discussion - Lance Houser 
a. Channels 
1. Limited by the quality of data available 
11. Channel's will not show due to the level of detail (Sm DEM) 
111. Cut vs. cut/fill channels 
iv. Excavation numbers sound appropriate 
b. Structures 
C. 
1. One wall will be poured 
11. Pipe width of channel from field investigation 
111. Sliding FS=2, Overturn FS=l .5 
1v. Frost depth at 30" , have bottom of foundation at 30" 
v. Weir crest at yo+ .lft, 6" freeboard when in use 









2 steel mats 
Use 1 ft sections for typica l section in series of independent beams 
Kade was given spreadsheet as basis 
Filled out spreadsheet while discussing , see spreadsheet 
Need rip rap downstream of diversion structures 
1. Ryan given spreadsheet to find gradation of rip rap 
Need total soil excavation amounts 
Think of any other potential costs 
Vl. Assume entire area is wetland and will be disturbed, $180,000 per acre 
of wetland destroyed 
v11. Beat $83.2 million 
d. Drawing s 
1. Overview and key location s of channel cross sections 
11. 1 : 100 scale appropriate for channels 
111. Draw and send to Lance for red line (Megan and Ryan) 
1. Send by next meeting 
e. Grow1dwater 
i. Consider to find if it is important 
ii. Find data from the Soil Conservation Service 
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1. Depth to clay layer, pressure, permeability/hydraulic 
conductivity 
u1. DWR well logs drilled near the area of interest for thickness to clay 
layer 
1v. NRCS for physical properties and pick worst case 
v. Darcy's Law to estimate flow up through channel 
4. 4:40 -Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
a. By next meeting 
1. Cost estimate 
ii. Diversion structures 
iii. Drawings 
5. 4:45- Task Summary - Lance Houser 
a. Kade Beck will finish cost estimates and look into groundwater 
b. Ryan will finish excavation amounts and channel drawings 
c. Megan will finish diversion structures and drawings 
6. 4:55 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
a. March 14, 2017 at 3:30 pm at the UWRL 
7. 5:00 - Adjournment - Lance Houser 
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Meeting Attendees: 
March 23, 2017 Minutes 
Thursday , March 23, 2017; 4:30pm - 5:05pm 
Location 
UWRL 2nd Floor Conference Room 
Beck , Kade ; Gordon , Megan ; Houser, Lance; Johnson, Mike; Weller, Ryan 
1. 4:50- Welcome-Kade Beck 
2. 4:50 - Follow-up 
a. See Discussion 
3. 4:50 - Discussion - Kade Beck 
a. Channe ls 
1. Sections and tables need additional formatting 
11. Check style guide after meeting 
111. Profile is very long 
1. Tabu lar data with typical representation 
2. State to see compl ete file on drive in paper 
3. Overview with key that refer s to table 
b. Structures 
1. Calculations are good so far 
c. Cost 
1. About $12.4 million 
ii. Cheaper than box and culvert along NW Field Canal 
d. Final Drawings 
i. Update after meeting 
e. Groundwater 
1. K is 0-0.06 in/hr with one location of 0.2 in/hr 
1. Tlu·ow out 0.2 in/hr (Lance Houser) 
ii. Well depth to water is 306ft with 20 psi artesian pressure at surface 
f. Presentation 
i. Invited to presentation on Apri l 1 ih or 14th 
ii. Cover alternatives and design process 
g. Final Repmi 
i. Assignments have been made 
ii. Incorporate revisions 
iii . Send to Lanc e by April 19th 
4. 5:00-Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
P . A ·1 12th 14th a. resentat10n on pn or 
b. Repmi to Lance by April 19th 
5. 5:01 - Task Summary - Megan Gordon 
6. 5:02 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
a. We have finished with meetings with both mentors 
7. 5:03 - Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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Meeting Attendees: 
March 24, 2017 Minutes 
Friday , March 24, 2017; 9:25am - 10:20am 
Location 
ASCE Study Room 
Beck , Kade; Gordon, Megan ; Weller, Ryan 
1. 9:25- Welcome-Kade Beck 
2. 9:25 - Follow-up 
a. See Discussion 
3. 9:26 - Discussion - Kade Beck 
a. Updates 
1. Strnctures 
1. Meeting with Lance March 29th to finish going over 
calculations 
11. Drawing 
1. Issues with elevations 
2. Annotate by hand 
3. Will re-snip profile and work on plan view 
a. Data in table to coordinate with labels on diagrams 
111. Groundwater 
1. Checked calculations 
2. Report velocity and flow for reach one ( as example of scale) 
3. Artesian conditions so the water is flowing upward 
b. Presentation 
1. North arrows 
ii. Costs for alternatives 
iii. Edit Gantt Chart to have finial and projected on same chart 
4. 10:10 -Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
a. Meet Monday , March 27'h at 7:30am in the ASCE Study Room 
b. Meet Wednesday , March 29th at 8pm in ENGR 301 
c. Meet Thursday , March 30th at 8pm in ENGR 301 
d. Rough Draft of entire paper completed by April J1h 
i. Kade and Megan will meet on April 7'11 at 9:30am in the ASCE Study 
room to begin editing the paper 
e. Kade will finish editing the Interim Report by April 3rd at 5pm 
5. 10:20 - Task Summary - Megan Gordon 
a. Kade 
1. Finish grotmdwater 
11. Edit interim repo1i 
m. Work on slides for presentation 
iv. Work on section for paper 
b. Megan 
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1. Work on slides for presentation 
11. Work on section for paper 
m. Finish diversion structures 
1v. Meet with Lance on March 20th at 3pm 
v. Work on final paper 
c. Ryan 
1. Update Gantt Chart 
11. North an-ows on pictures in presentation 
111. Work on slides for presentation 
iv. Work on section for paper 
6. 10:20- Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
a. Monday, March 27'11 at 7:30am in the ASCE Study Room 
7. 10:20 - Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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Meeting Attendees: 
March 27, 2017 Minutes 
Monday, March 27, 2017; 7:30pm - 8:20pm 
Location 
ASCE Study Room 
Beck , Kade; Gordon , Megan; Weller, Ryan 
1. 7:30- Welcome- Kade Beck 
2. 7:30 - Follow-up 
a. Kade checked other well logs in the area of interest and changed the depth to 
water to an average value 
3. 7:52 - Discussion - Kade Beck 
a. Worked on compiling the presentation 
b. Assigned roles for presentation 
c. Conclusion: will discuss realistic expectations if we need to fill more time 
4. 8:13 -Timeline/Procedure - Kade Beck 
5. 8: 15 - Task Summary - Megan Gordon 
a. Everyone will introduce themselves during the presentation 
b. Everyone will practice individually before the meeting on Wednesday 
c. Kade 
i. Overview, on-site treatment , do nothing alternative , design , conclusion 
d. Megan 
1. Objective , scope, site investigation , design, cost, Gantt chart 
e. Ryan 
i. Design , constraints 
6. 8:20 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
a. Wednesday , March 29th at 8pm in ENGR 301 
b. Thursday, March 30th at 8pm in ENGR 106 
7. 8:20 - Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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Meeting Attendees : 
April 3, 2017 Minutes 
Monday , April 3, 20 17; 7:45am - 8:20am 
Location 
. ASCE Study Room 
Beck, Kade; Gordon , Megan; Weller , Ryan 
1. 7:45- Welcome-Kade Beck 
2. 7:45 - Follow-up 
3. 7:47 -Discus sion -Kade Beck 
a. Paper 
1. Executive Summary 
1. Design and post-construction 
2. Methods 
3. Possibly re-write 
11. Description 
1. Post-constructions 
2. Paragraph about how entire project relates before section on 
design storm 
3. Alternatives, methods , decisions 
4. Table with all alternat ives and costs 
111. Budget 
1. Revise to final estimate 
2. Take out mileage cost 
1v. Conclusion/References 
1. Add necessary information 
v. Appendices 
1. Add relevant calculations, figures , data , tables 
2. Gantt Chart for only 4880 (Ryan) 
3. Minutes for only this semester in paper, all on drive 
4. Total hours 
5. Re-write constraints to ensure it is not in passive voice 
6. Engineering tools 
7. Government regulations (ACI) 
8. Edit post-design risk 
9. Overcoming challenges 
4. 8:15 -Timeline/Proc edure - Kade Beck 
a. Rough draft of paper by April i 11 at 9:30 am 
5. 8:17 - Task Summary - Megan Gordon 
a. Rough draft of paper - all 
1. Include decisions , logic , and alternatives 
b. Kade: 
1. Edit and add to Interim Report as outlined above 
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ii. Talk to Lance about post-construction 
c. Megan: 
1. Box and Culvert alternative 
11. Finish diversion structure design 
m. Ask Lance about Box and Culverts 
iv. Minutes for paper and drive 
d. Ryan - Gantt Chart 
6. 8:19- Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
7. 8:20 - Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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Meeting Attendees: 
April 12, 2017 Minutes 
Wednesday, April 12, 2017; 7:20 am - 8:25 am 
Location 
ASCE Study Room 
Beck , Kade; Gordon, Megan; Weller , Ryan 
1. 7:20- Welcome: Kade Beck 
2. 7:20-Follow-up 
3. 7:20- Discussion : All 
a. Review respective writing portions 
1. Add North arrows 
11. Find water rights? 
111. No alternative table 
1v. Box and Culvert 
v. Add calculations 
b. Discuss submission guideline items left to be done 
1. Formatting appendices 
1. Everyone will add and format their own appendices 
11. Technical writing review 
1. Kade will take to technical writing lab and complete changes 
111. Update Lists of Tables and Figures 
1v. Format USB 
1. Everyone will add their own files 
v. Purchase new Binder (maybe new USB?) 
1. Megan will purchase new binder and USB 
v1. Update Special Summary Documentation 
1. Everyone will add code and software used 
4. 8:15 - Discuss timeline for remainder of semester- Kade Beck 
a. Have edits done by Friday 
b. Ryan will add his appendices then give to Megan 
5. 8:20 - Task Summary- Megan Gordon 
a. Kade: 
1. Take to technical writing lab and incorporate changes 
11. Ask Lance about Box and Culve1i 
b. Ryan: 
1. Ask Dr. Peralta about adding calculations from spreadsheet 
ii. Add appendices 
c. Megan: 
i. Buy USB and binder 
ii. Add appendices 
d. All will review the paper 
6. 8:25 - Next Meeting Time - Kade Beck 
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a. May meet next week 
7. 8:25 - Adjournment - Kade Beck 
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Appendix III: Person-hour work reports 
5 1 
Team Member Work Record Summary Table 
Table 1111. Team Member Work Record Summary 
Last Name First Name Role(s) on Team 




Externa l P.E. Liaison 
Structural Engineer, 




Hydrau lics and 
Geotechnica l 
Engineer 
Total work hrs 
for Fall 2016 & Signature (by 






Individual Team Member Work Logs 
Team: 10th West Engineers 
Ind ividua l (last nam e, first name) : &eek, Kade 
Hours w orked on team project {indu ding class atte ndance) 
Wee k 
Task(s) (Detai ls can be on anoth er 
Wee k # Start Day End Day Su Mo Tu We Th f r Sa 
Tota l 
document . Or, th ere can be mu1lti ple 
rows per wee k or day_) 
8-May 14-M ay 1 Field Trip 
ii 22-M:ay 29-M ay 0 0 1.5 0 0 0 0 1.5 Mee tin g w ith Lance 
iii 14-Aug 20-A~ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 Contacti ng Lance 
iv 21-Aug 27-Aug 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 28-Aug 3-Sep 0 0 0_7 0 2.8 0 0 3.45 dass/ meet ing w ith Lance 
2 4-Sep 10-Sep 0 0 1..2 0 0.8 0 0 2 Class/team meeting 
3 11-Sep 17-Sep 0 0 0_75 0 0 .8 1 0 2_55 Class/meet ing with Lan ce and n 's 
4 18-Sep 24-Sep 0 0 0.75 0 1.5 0 0 2_25 Class/team meet ing 
5 25-Sep 1-0ct 0 1.5 0.75 0 0 0 0 2.25 Meeti ng w ith Lance/Me ntors 
6 2-0ct 8-0ct 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 .75 class 
7 9-0ct 15-0ct 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 2 2.75 Hydro logy/ class 
8 16-0ct 22-0 ct 0 1_5 0.75 0 0_8 0 0 3 Lance/ team leader meetin g 
9 23-0ct 29-0ct 0 0 0.75 0 0 2 2 4.75 Meet ing/ Hydrology 
10 30-0ct 5-Nov 0 3 3 0.75 6 1 0 13.75 Hydro logy 
11 6-Nov 12-Nov 0 1.25 0 2.5 0 0 0 3.75 
12 13- Nov 19-Nov 0 0.75 3 1 0 0 0 4.75 Lance/ class/ team meet ing 
13 20-Nov 26-Nov 0 6 4 0 0 0 2 12 Inte rim Report 
14 27-Nov 3-Dec 0 3 2..5 7 1 0 2.5 16 Inte rim Report 
15 4-Dec 10-0ec 0 1 2.25 0.5 1 0 0 4.75 Inte rim Report 
16 11-Dec 17-0ec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Semester t ota l 81.25 
Certification by Indivi dual 
I declare that I wo rked at least the num ber of hours I report above for 
each we ek dur ing the semeste r . 
Cert lflc:3tlon by Team leade r 






Team : 10th We st Engineers 
Individua l (last name, first name): Beck, Kade 
Hours worked on team project (including class attendance) 
Task(s) (Details can be on 
Week 
Th 
Week another document. Or, t here 
# Start Day End Day Su Mo Tu . We Fr Sa 
Total can be multip le rows per week 
or day.) 
11-Dec 17-Dec 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 Meeting w it h Mento rs 
ii 18-Dec 24-Dec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
iii 25-Dec 31-0ec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
iv 1-Jan 7-Jan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 8-Jan 14 -Jan 0 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 0.75 Class 
2 15-Jan 21-Jan 0 0 0 0 .75 0 0.5 0 1.25 class, meeting 
3 22-Jan 28-Ja n 0 0 0 0. 75 0 0 0 0.75 class 
4 29-Jan 4-Feb 0 0 0 0.5 0 2.5 0 3 Presentat ion, meeting 
5 5-Feb 11-Feb 0 0.5 0 0 0.5 0 0 1 Meeting, Progress Report 
6 12-Feb 18-Feb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 19-Feb 25-Feb 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Class 
8 26-Feb 4-Mar 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 Meeting wit h Lance 
9 5-Mar 11-Mar 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 1 1.5 groundwater/pro gress report 
10 12-Mar 18-Mar 0 0 1.5 0 0 1 0 2.5 Progress Report 
11 19-Mar 25-Mar 0 0.3 0 0 2.5 2 0 4.75 Mentor meeting/Presentation 
12 26-Mar 1-Apr 0 1 0 2 2 1 0 6 Presentation 
13 2-Apr 8-Apr 0 1 1.5 1 0 1.75 2.5 7.75 Meeting/Report 
14 9-Apr 15-Apr 0 0 1 2.5 2.8 3.25 4 13.5 Report 
15 16-Apr 22-Apr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 23-Apr 29-Apr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 30-Apr 6-May 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Semester tota l 48.75 
Cert ification by Individual 
I declare t hat I wo rked at least the number of hours I report above fo r 
each week during the semester. 
4/15/2017 
Date 
Cert ification by Team leade r 




Team: 10th West Engineers 
Individual (last name, first name): Gordon, Megan 
Hours wor ked on team proj ect (indud ing class attendance) 
Week It Start Day End Day Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa 
8-May 14-May 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
22-May 28-May 0.00 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7-Aug 13-Aug 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ii 14-Aug 20-Aug 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
iii 21-Aug 27-Aug 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 28-Aug 3-Sep 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 
2 4-Sep 10-Sep 0.00 0.00 1.50 o.oo 0.83 o.oo o.oo 
3 11-Sep 17-Sep 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.83 0.00 0.00 
4 18-Sep 24-Sep 0.00 o.oo 0.83 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 
5 25-Sep 1-0c t o.oo 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 
6 2-0ct 8-0c t o.oo 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 9-0ct 15-0ct o.oo 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8 16-0ct 22-0ct 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 23-0ct 29-0 ct o.oo o.oo 2.00 o.oo 0.00 2.00 0.00 
10 30-0 ct 5-Nov 0.00 o.oo 1.00 o.oo 0.75 1.00 0.00 
11 6-Nov 12-Nov 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.00 
12 13-Nov 19-Nov 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.00 1.00 0.00 5.50 
13 20-Nov 26-Nov 2.00 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 
14 27-Nov 3-Dec o.oo 0.50 0.00 1.50 0.75 0.00 2.00 
15 4-Dec 10-Dec 0.00 0.25 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 11-Dec 17-Dec o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Semester to tal 
Certificatio n by Individual 
I declare t hat I worked at least th e number of hours I report above for 
each week during the semester. 
Date 
Cert ificat ion by Team Leader 
I believe tha t the above -reported hou rs are accurate. 
Date 
Week Tot al Task(s) (Detai ls can be on another dorument. Or, 
t here can be multip le rows per week or day.) 
1.00 Field Trip 




2.25 dass and meeti ng with lance 
2.33 dass, group meeting, minutes 
2.83 Class and meeti ng with lance 
3.83 Class, team meeting, wro te progress report 1 




4.00 Group meet ing, minutes, progress report 2 
2.75 Group meet ing, minutes 
4.50 Class (presentations ), meet ing, minutes 
7.25 Class, meet ing, minutes, inter im report 
11.00 Inter im report 
4. 75 Met ing, minut es, int erim report, class quiz/surve} 






Team : 10th West Engineers 
Ind ividual (last name. lirst name) : Gordon, Megan 
Hours worked on te am project (ind udrng clas.s atte ndaoce) 
Week # Start Day fndDav St, Ma Tu We Th fr Sa 
18-0ec 24-0ec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ii 25-0ec 31--0ec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
iii 1-Jan Han 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 8-J<1n 14-Jan 0 0 1.5 0.75 0 0 0 
2 15-Jan 21-Jan 0 0 0 0.75 0 0.75 0 
3 22-Jan 28-Jan 0 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 
4 29-Jan 4-Feb 0 0 0 0 05 2.5 0 
5 5-Feb 11-Feb 0 05 0 0 0 0 0 
6 U- Feb 18-fe b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 19-Feb 25-Feb 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 1 
8 26-Feb 4-Mar 0 0 1.5 2 3 0 0 
9 5-Mar 11-Mar 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 
10 12-Mar 18-Mar 0 2 0.5 0 0 1.5 0 
11 19-Mar 25-Mar 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 
12 26-Mar 1-Apr 1 1 6 3 2 1.5 45 
13 2-Apr 8-Apr 45 45 5 3.5 2 2 05 
14 9-Apr 15-Apr 1 05 0 1.5 0 0 0 
15 16-Apr 22-Apr a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 23-Apr 29-Apr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Semester total 
Certifica t ion by Individ ual 
I declare that I worke d at least the number of hours I report above for 
each week during the seme.ster. 
Date 
Certtflcati on by Tea m Le::idcr 
I believ e that t he above -reporte d hours are accur2 te 
Date 
Task(s) (Details can be 
on anothe r document. 
Week 
Or, there can be 
Total 





2.25 Class, meeting with Lano 
1.5 Class, m eeting, minutes 
0.75 aass 
3 Class, meeting, minutes, 
0.5 Meet ing 
0 
25 Diversion Structure 
65 Diversion Structure , mee 
6 Diversion Structure , mint 
4 Diversion Structure , mee 
4 Meeting, divers ion struct 
19 Meet ing, diversion struct 
22 Meeting, diversion struct 







Team: 10th W est Engineers 
Individual {last name, first name) : Wel lec,Ryan 
Hours worked on team project (including d ass atte ndance) 
Task(s) (Details can be on another 
Week Ii Start Day End Day Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Week Total document Or, there can be multiple 
rows per week or day.) 
8-May 14-Ma y 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Field Trip 
ii 22-May 28-May 0 0 1.5 0 0 0 0 1.5 Meet ing w/ Lance 
1 28-Aug 3-Sep 0 0 0.75 0 2.75 0 0 3.5 Class. Meeting w/ Lance 
2 4-Sep 10-Sep 0 0 L25 2 2.5 0 0 5.75 d ass. Team meeting . ArcGIS 
3 11-Sep 17-Sep 0 2 2.5 0 1..5 0.5 0 6.5 Class. Meet ing w/ Lance. ArcGIS 
4 18-Sep 24-Sep 0 0 L 75 5.5 2.5 0 0 9.75 Class. Team meeting . ArcGIS 
5 25-Sep 1-0Ct 0 0 0.5 0 1 0 0 1.5 Meeting with P .E. and Faculty 
6 2-0ct 8-0ct 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 Class 
7 9-0ct 15-0ct 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 0 0.75 Class 
8 16-0ct 22-0ct 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 23-0ct 29-0 ct 0 0 0.75 0 1 4 0 5. 75 Class, Presentat ion, Report 
10 30-0ct 5-Nov 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 1 0 2 Group Meeting 
11 6-Nov 12-Nov 0 0 1.25 0 2.5 0 0 3.75 dass , Group Meet ing 
12 13-Nov 19-Nov 0 0 L25 2..75 0.5 0 0 4.5 Class, Report, P.E. Meet ing 
13 20-Nov 26-Nov 0 8.75 4 0 0 0 0 12. 75 Report , Field Wor k 
14 27-Nov 3-Dec 0 2.5 3 0.5 0..5 3 2 11.5 Flows, Team meet ing. Class, Report 
15 4-Dec 10-Dec 0 4.25 3.5 0 0 0 0 7.75 Report , Team Meeting 
16 11-Dec 17-Dec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Semester total 78.25 
Certification by Individual 
I declare that I wo rked at least t he numbe r of hours I report above for 
each week during the semester. 
12/ 6/ 16 
Date 
Certificat ion by Team Leade r 
I be lieve th at th e above -report ed hou rs are accur ate . 
12/ 6/1 6 
Date 
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Tea m: 10th West Engin ee rs 
Individual (last name. first name) : WeUer,Ryan 
Hours worked on team project ( induding d ass attet1dance ) 
Week# Start Day EndDa •, Su Mo Tu W e Th Fr Sa 
1-0ec 8-0ec s 
ii 18-0ec 24-0ec 0 1.5 0 0 0 0 
iii 25-0ec 31-Dec 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1-Jan 7-Jan 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 8-Jan 14-Ja n 0 4 2 1.5 0 0 
3 15-Jan 21-Ja n 0 0 2 1 0 1.75 
4 22-Jan 28-Ja n 0 2 1.75 2 0 0 
5 29-Jan 4-fe.b 0 0 2 0 0 1 
6 5-Feb 11-fe.b 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 12-Feb 18-feb 0 0 O.S 0 0 0 
8 19-Feb 25-feb 0 0 45 0 2 0.5 
9 26-Feb 4-Mar 0 0 0 4.5 2 1.5 
10 5-Ma r 11-Mar 0 0 0 0 .5 0 1 
11 
12-Mar 18-Mar 0 0 1.S 0 0.75 7 
12 19-Ma r 25-Mar 0 1 0 2.75 15 2 
13 26-M ar 1-Apr 0 1.25 2.25 0 0 0 
14 2-Apr 8-Apr 0 0 0.5 1.75 1 
15 9-Apr 15-Apl' l 
16 16-Apr 22-Apr 
17 23-Apr 29-Apr 
18 30-Apr 6-M ay 
Semester total 
Certification by Individual 
I declare that I worked at feast th e nu mber of hours l report above for 
each week du ring the semester . 
Tas k(s) (Oeta ils can be 
on anothe rd ocumet11:.. 
Week Tota l Or, ttiere can be 
m ultipl e rows per week 
or day .) 
5 
0 1.5 Meeti ng w/ P.£. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 7 .5 Meeting w/ P .£., 
0 4 .75 Meeti ng w/ P.E., Class 
0 5.75 Channe l Des\gn, Class 
3 6 Chan nel Design, Tea m 
1 2 Channe l Design , 
0 0.5 Channe l Design 
0 7 Cha nn11I Design 
0 8 Channe l Design , 
0 1.5 Team Meet ing 
Mee ting w/ P .E. and 
0 9.25 FA , Chan nel Design 
7.25 Team Meeting, 
0 3.5 Team Meeting, Paper 
3.25 Pape r, Team MeEt ing 







Certification by Team Leader 




Appendix IV : Gantt Charts 
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Final Gantt Chart 
I Oct 31-0<t JO.Nov 28 Feb l?Ap, 
D ,11,1 Colkcuon 
Topography 
-
Figure IVl. Final Gantt Chart 
Revised Gantt Chart 
I-Sep 1-0c 31-0ct 30-Nov 30-Dec 2!l-Jan 28-f eb 30-Mar 2!l-Apr 






Figure IV2. Revised Gantt Chart 4870 
60 
Projected Gantt Chart 






Figure IV3. Projected Gantt Chart 
61 
Appendix V: Photos 
62 
Figure Vl. Aerial Photo of Area of Interest Current Conditions 
Figure V2. Aerial Photo of Area of Interest New Holding Pond 
63 
C) TnuDEM Results D) Surfa ce Water Rights 






Figure V 4. Channel Reaches 
64 
Figure VS. Profile Plot 
~38 
r,c r1s 
Figure V6. Channel Cross Sections 
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4478 
L46C -- -- 4460 
L45C -- -.-- 4450 




L_ -20 - 10 0 10 20 
L4JO 
1~420 
Figure V7. Section View 










#4 Rebar 12" Spaci 







Figure V8 . Structure 1 View BB 
u'-3.0Q 
















#4 Rebar with 6" Cente 
#4 Reba r with 12 .. Cente 
114 Rebar with 6'" Cent e .. 
3" Embedmen t De 
2'-3 00' ' 
#4 Rebar with 12" Cente/ i--------.-+-1-r- -------. 
.oo· 4 .00" 
2'--'-- 1'-- 2'-4.00"---+-n _OO" 
Figure V9. Structure 1 View AA 
3.50" 
2.75" 
#4 Rebar G· Spacin 
A 
> 















/ Rebar 1.5" Spacing 
1-0· 
...... ' 
/ v / Rebar 25" Long with 1.5" Spacing~ - ' 
acing #4 Rebar 12" Sp 




Figure Vll. Structure 2 View BB 
'-9.0" 




#4 Rebar with 6 
#4 Rebar with 12 
11 Centers-----= 
11 Centers 
#4 Rebar with 6" Centers 
#4 Rebar with 12" Centers 
Figure V12. Structure 2 View AA 
" 
.5 11,_ 
























#4 Rebar with 6" Spacin 






- ----1 5·----- ~ -------
Plan View 
Figure V13. Structure 2 Plan View 
-
Figure Vl4. Reach 1 Measurement Location 
69 
Figure VlS. Reach 2 at Diversion Above Measurement Location 
Figure V16. Reach 3 Measurement Location 
70 
Figure Vl 7. Reach 4 Measurement Location 
7 1 
Figure V18. Reach 5 Measurement Location 
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v e:. o c ir; y : 
Ping Pong 3alls: 
T ilt!e Lo,= 1 1 . 8 s 
L l 
Ve l oc it y lA = T ime 
l A 
L l 
Vel oc it y 1 B= . - Ti me
1 5 
Vel oc i ty 1 c 
Cross Sec ti o ns : 
Cu l v ert 
f r:. 
. 8 = 1. 0847-
s 
. B= 1 f r:. 
s 
,F.,.. 
. B= 1. 13:7 ..:...:.. 
s 
Y = 16 ir. 
lA 
y = 7 ir. 
lB 
,, 
':' i me ·= 1 1 . 3 s 
l C 
Area l = 0
4











)]= 0 .7 6:: fr: : 
Areaavgl 
Ar e a l A + Are a 
16 
l.49 36 f c -
Fl ows : 
- 3 - i: 
Q lA= P..re,a 
1 
Ve l oc i tv 
1 
= 1. 6:!01 ----
avg · A s 
. f r: 3 
Q := Are a Ve l oc i tv = 1 . 4 936 --
lB avgl · 1B s 
- 3 -,-
0 lc = Are a a v gl Ve l oc it y 1 c= l. 6918 -=-;-
L ·= 1 6 f :; 
1· 
74 
Rea c h 2 : 
Veloc ::.t y: 
Dy e: 
Plume : A= 60 s + 33 s = 9 3 s 




Vel =----- 0 . 9 4 7 9 ..:....:. 
:rl Plume "" s 
a v g _ 
Ping Po ng Ba l ls : 
T i me .= 6 0 s + 4 4 s = 1 0 4 s :a 
T i me := 6 0 s + 4 7 s = 1 0 7 s : c 
L ,., : ~ 
Ve l ,.. = . -
-B Ti me :a 
• B= 0 . 769'.: ..:..:. 
s 
Cr oss Sect i on : 
B-= 1 0 ft; 
Y ·= 6 .in 
'.:A 
Tr iangu l a r c r oss section 
B y ~A ~ - ~ 
Area =---= _. 5 r e ,., ... 
Fl ows : 
,: 3 
_ i:; 
Q,.. = Area ,, Vel,.. = '.: . 369 7 --
_A _ _A s 
3 
o ,, :=A r e a Vel ,, =1. 9231 ft: 
-B 2 -B a: 
.,,_ 3 
0,.. ·=Are a .., Ve l ,.. =1 .869'.: ...:..:::__ _c ..:. _c s 
Q'.:A+ Q2 B+Q 2 C 
3 
1 0 5.5 s 
L ,.. 
Vel =- ---
~C Ti me "' _c 
: . 
. B= 0 . 7477 ...:..:_ 
s 
75 
Reach 3 : 
ve ::.oc ity: 
? lu.'lle
3
A= 6 0 s + 1 S = 6 1 s 
?lu me = 6 0 s + 34 s = ~ 4 s 
3 B 




A+ Plu me 
38 
~ = 77 . 5 s 
-' 3 :~ 
Ve l = ----- = 0 . 3355 ....:....:.. 
J_ll. ?lu rne s 
avg3 
Cr oss Section: 
Y ·= 4 i~ 
3A 
Y := 6 in 
3C 




y + y 
3A 3B = 4 • S ::.:: ,, 
:: 
Area = Y B = 3 f ,; 
3B 3C 3 B 
Area = B Y = '.::'..'.:5 :=c -
3 A 3A avg3 
Area · 
avg3 :: ::.G::s :=c 
Fl ows : 
Q 3 = Ve l 3A Ar e a avg J 
76 
Reach 4 : 
Ve l oci ty: 
Plu me = 5 60 s + 57 S = 357 s 
4A 
P 1 ume 
4 
B = · 8 · 6 0 s + 4 s = <! 8 4 s 





Pl um e avg'! 
::r. 
0 . 1189 -
s 
Cross S e ction : 
Y - ~ 5 "'c 4 A - - . -
Ar::a '4A = B 4 A Y 4 ~_= 35 =r:. 
<'l ows : 
Area 
avg4 
Q -= Vel Ar;;a 




= 50 ::= 
4:CO. 5 s 
Y = :;.5 :c 
4B 
Ar ea = Y · B = 35 == 
4B 4 B 4B 
77 
Reach 5 : 
Vel oc .:.t y : 
Dy e: 
Plume = 60 s + 3 7 s = 97 s 
SA 
Plum e .= : · 60 s + 3 !: = l: 3 s 
SB 
Pl u me s; / Pl ume SB 




SA P l u me S 
avg 
0 . 9 0 91 ..::..':.. 
s 
Ping Pong: 
Time .= 6 0 s + 38 s = 98 s 
SA 
=c . 8 = o . 8 1 63 -
s 
Area: 
8SA=7 8 .:r. 
Y = 6 ir. 
SA 
_l\.re a = B Y = 3. :::s fr; -
SJt SA SA 
LS 
V e l ·=----




= 8 <!.:n 
Y SB = 1 0 .:n 
f r; 





:= BSB j yS
8
= S . 8333 fc -
Area SJI_+ Area 5 8 : 
4.5417 .f t: Ar.:::a s = 
avg 






Area _= 4.1: 8 8 ...:....::__ 
J>_ A avg:, s 
- 3 -r; 
Q = Vel Ar ea = 3 . 7 O75 ----






A r ea 
5
= 3 .7<!S7~ 
C C avg s 
Q SA+ Q SB+ Q SC 
O s·= 3 
lo5 = 3 . 860 7 + 1 
78 
Chann el Design Calc ulat ions 
Reach 1: 













----44.30 --t--- L...---L---' 
4420 
4410 


































Slope Base (ft ) Depth ( ft) Side Slope 
0.0022 3 2.3 3 
0.0009 3 2.6 3 
0.0009 3 2.6 3 
0.0008 3 2.7 3 
0 .0008 4 4.2 3 
0.000.8 5 5.3 3 
0.0003 6 7.0 3 





----- 4430 4430 ~ , ........ t'-----I---' 
4420 4420 
4410 4410 






r---..... I- ---" l----""" 44.30 44.30 
4420 4420 
4410 4410 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
79 
1569+ 43 .4 41 1594+ 44 .20 1 
4 460 446 0 4460 4460 
4 450 445 0 4450 4450 
444 0 4440 4 440 4440 - ~ - ~ -------c:::---4 430 4430 4 4 30 4430 
4 420 4420 442 0 4420 
44 10 -2 0 -10 0 10 20 44 10 4410 -2 0 - 10 0 10 20 
4410 





4450 445 0 
4450 4450 
4440 ~ 4440 
r----..::: i---- ,- ----i--- ~ 4440 4440 
44 30 44.30 
4430 443 0 
44 20 4420 
44 10 
4420 442 0 
4410 - 20 -10 0 10 20 




Plan View Key Stati on Flow {cfs) Slope Base (ft ) Dept h (ft ) Side Slope 
2A 1068+63 55.78 0.0055 3 3.2 3 
2B 1052+8 1 55.78 0 .0028 3 3.4 3 
2C 1040+67 55.78 0 .0008 3 4.0 3 
20 lOOo+oO 55.78 0.0008 3 4.0 3 
11000 + 24 .9 71 11040+6 7.36 1 
4460 4460 44 70 44 70 
4450 4450 4460 446 0 
4440 - - 4440 
44 50 445 0 
r---.. 
--------
4440 ----""' C 444 0 
4430 4430 ------4430 4430 
4 420 4420 
44 20 4420 
4410 44 10 4410 4410 -20 -10 0 10 20 -20 - 10 0 10 20 
11052+8 1.161 11068+ 63.111 
4470 44 70 448 0 448 0 
4460 446 0 4470 447 0 
4450 445 0 4460 446 0 
- =- 4450 4450 4440 -- 4440 I T l I 
4430 4430 44 40 I I I I 
444 0 
4420 4420 
4430 443 0 
-20 -10 0 10 20 -20 - 10 0 10 20 
8 1 
Reac h 3: 
Plan Vi ew Key Statio n Flow (cfs) 




4460 ,-- ---- --,- 4460 
4450 4450 
4440 4440 
4430 +-+----l-t-+--++ 4430 
4420 4420 
4410 
-2 0 - 10 0 10 20 
4410 
11564+29.29 1 
4470 -,-- ---- ---,- 4470 
4460 4460 
4450 4450 
4440 - ~ 4440 
4430 4430 
4420 ~~-~~~ 4420 
















11540+ 71.04 1 
4460 ~---- ~ 4460 
4450 · 4450 
4440 4440 
4430 +-+--+--+--+---+-+ 4430 
4420 4420 
441 0 -'--'----'----'----'-----'-'- 4 4 1 0 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
82 
Reach 4 : 




12000+ 05.58 1 
4460 ~---- ~ 4460 
4450 4450 
4440 4440 -4430 4430 
4420 4420 
4410 4410 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
12069+9 4.381 
4470 ,-- --------,- 4470 
M~ 4%0 
4450 4450 
4440 ~- 4440 
4430 4430 
4420 
-2 0 -10 0 10 20 
4420 
Re.ach 4 
Flow (cfs) Slope 
22.65 0.0017 
22.65 0 .0005 
22.65 0 .0005 








4460 ~----~ 4460 
4450 4450 









Plan Vie w Key Station Flow (cfs) Slop e Base (ft ) De pth (ft ) Side Slope 
SA 2596+26 43.44 0.004 9 3 2.9 3 
58 2569+48 43.44 0.002 3 3 3.2 3 
SC 2563 +36 140. 28 0.00 23 5 4.7 3 
50 2554+91 140.28 0.00 26 5 4 .6 3 
5E 2536+49 140.28 0.000 9 5 5.2 3 
5F 2500+00 140.28 0.000 9 5 5.2 3 
12500 + 02 .1 SI 12536+49.641 
4460 4460 4460 4460 
4450 4450 4450 4450 






4420 4420 4420 4420 
4410 4410 44 10 44 10 
-20 - 10 0 10 20 - 20 - 10 0 10 20 
1255 4+9 1.24 1 










4410 4410 - 20 - 10 0 10 20 
- 20 - 10 0 10 20 
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12569+48.84 1 
4470 -y------------r 4470 
4460 4460 
4450 4450 
4440 .j..-~-...::::::,i::::;;;~==i=- 7"1'=f'.+ 4440 
4430 4430 
4420 _.____. _ _.___.____.__i.......L 4420 
- 20 - 10 0 10 20 
12s96+23. 42 I 
4480 -r----------r 4480 
4470 4470 
~M 44W 
4450 t..r.::--·+'""'~==·F~+_::-_ r1--- 1+ 4450 
4440 4 440 
4430 _.____. _ _.___.____.__'-----'- 4430 
- 20 - 10 0 10 20 
85 
Reach 5(2) : 
Rea.ch 5 (2) 








4440 -F"'-E',....___===rL---=':j;?9- 4440 
4430 4430 
4420 -'--_,__...._...__._ 4420 
- 20 - 10 0 10 20 
13035+98. 96! 






- 20 - 10 0 10 20 
4430 
97.79 0 .0065 
97 .79 0 .0006 
97.79 0 .0006 
Base (ft ) Depth (ft) Side Slope 
3 3.7 3 
4 5.0 3 
4 5.0 3 
13018+37.05 1 
4470 ..-------~ 4470 
4460 4460 
4450 4450 
r- r-- - r--
4440 4440 
4430 : 4430 
4420 - 20 - 10 0 10 20 4420 
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Diversion Structure Calculations 
87 
Channel Dimensions: 
baa 3 ft lll:.a 3 y
0
:al.3B rt 
s:ao.0 0 9 y
0
»1.s ft. t :al8 . 77 !t .. 
d .. 2.63 n t . 










lltdU , of exist1ng channel 
For construct ion purposes, yo is assused to be 1. s ft a.nd tot4l depth , is 3 ft . 
Read GAte: 
o,- l (t 
0 • 0 . 7•A ·~ 
0 0 
ft l 
0 -0.7 A ~-3 . 1197 --o 0 1 -,. ··o se c 
lie 1 r: 
Orifice wilt be 6 inc h es fr011l the bottoa. Read .t.s 
det inded as the h.eAd At the aj\dpoint of the or if 1ce. 
Flow is assumed to fill t~e orifLce. 
Weir c:rest wil be At yO. l ft of flow is •s•uaed to be going over the weir. The aost 
c:onserv«tive assumption will be th4t the head gate h c:losed and th.at the weir wUl 
ruied to pasa the entice rtow . 
0 • l · L·h 1.S 
W V 
0 _ _g_ 
w rt J 
sec 
Sttuc:ture : 
Assume: ~- 30 Cdeql 
lb 
V ••62.C--
w;iter ft J 
h i-1 Cftl 
w 
Since the weir equation is not homogeneous, the values 
vitl need to be unit.less . 
.... 0 . J] 
lb 
V • UO--
conc:ute ft l 





It ... l 
p 




e ,,. 2. s rt 
. W idth;:a 6 t't 







,. 1 re 5.25 re - 5.25 re 
2 
A 1• l t't · 6 t't •6 t't 
J 
2 
A 1• J rt 1. 5 rt • C. 5 t't 
4 
2 
A •• 2 t't ·l.5 t't • l t't 
5 
2 




h - 2 t't 
c:utoff 
"c:utotc' 8 J.n 
h· · l t't 
b ,-1 2 ln .. 
lb 
W ,. A -y • 148 . 8- t't 1 l ., 
lb 
• r• A ·v . 1e1.s-rt 2 2 C 
lb 
N ••A -v • 900- ft ) ] C 
lb 
11 C .-. A 4 v 1 • 450 ft 
lb w5,. As° y 8 • lO0 ft 
lb w .. A ·v .200- tt 6 6 e: 
lb 
.... . . . . . . • • .. • •_. - ll86.l7t 1 2 l C ., v 
Moment 
M "'" •HA • ll69 . 6 lb 1 1 1 
H .- w ·MA • U68. 15 lb 2 2 2 
M 3,. If fMA3• 2'100 Jb 
N ,-If •MA •20 25 Jb 
4 4 4 
M .... . .. A .. • l00 lb 5 5 ., 
M ,.II •MA •llOO lb 
6 6 6 
M M • M•H+H + M•M_.•11463 
it"" l 2 3 C 5 v 
. . 2. • 600~ Pc• . Skphcutott v, ft 
7 lb 
p •• . 5k · H' y•lOJ . l257t 




MA ,. 3 t't + l -• C. 5 t't 
1 2 
t't 
MA • 2 t't + l - • 2. 5 t't 
2 2 
MA • 6· !.!_ • l rt l 2 
t't 
MA • l t't + l - • C S t't 
' 2 
MA •!_!!.•l t't 
5 2 
t't 





A.sswne verltieal "eight 1s un .i !oraly di.str ubuted 
• -- -- · - -56 • . 31133~ 
.s 11.idtb rt 2 
2 
h -v · . 5 - k. lb 
• "' c::uto!! .s e.100--
cutot! •.idth ft 2 
F 1• k ·• • 1f • 286 . 2465~ r A s cuto!! 2 
rt 
P., lb 
F :a--- • 130 - -
.s 11.idlth ft 2 
2 . 2019>2 
Reeistin9 Foree is Also in the bank• 
W ,.. 3 ft ll1dth ot eabedaent on each eide 
e 
D ,. •• S . 25 fC Depth o! embedaent 
F 
F - e • lS.6121~ 
eper!oot Lt •llldth ft 2 
F •• F • F • 301 9286 lb l 
rn r epertoot ft 
Bearln9 Capacity: 




__ .,. __ _ 
A - I [ ll 3 ., . [. B I • -- • - v a l ft 12 l2 
N 
X =- ~ •2 .76 Sl t"t 
bA.r W 
• [ 6-e } lb q , _ _ __ _ l •--- • 696.97!1 - -
toe liidtl'l Width rt 2 
q - -- -· 1- --- • •31. 7917 --w ( 6-e ) lb 
tlee l llidth Wtdth rt 2 
B':a Width- 2•e• 5 . 53 0 1 rt 
c•:wo O Therefore: 
y• Y - V • 31. 6 ~ 
• .. ft l 
o
1
iw2.s tt depth of aoil 
lb 
qoaO •y•94-- ., 
• tt -
ot ~J O, N • 30 . U N ,.. 11 . 4 N ,. 22 ., 
C q V 
F yd• l F '"'l qd 
2 





lq a q lw.! +--
2
-
lll.4.ll: tO«!f B B 3 
12 
q ,.o . qtt ·F ·F • .S·v·B' •N · F ·F •18 25.7!,H ~ 
u q qd qi y yd yi tc 2 
~-228)>3 




Forc<l!e of soil w111 cance l 
d:•h-l . s t n .a.s tn 
f 'c •• 40QQ p$i fy:a 60Q0 OP~l 
ft-SS\lllle C>:a O. 9 
As min is-'• of : 
A • smin 
b., d 
200 · - ·-
ln ln 1n 2.0 _34 tn 2 
..!L. 
pd 
A ,. 0 . 34 in 2 sm1n 
N • C>·M a n ••-----0 . BS· f'c · bw 
MA 
M •-•7l9 . 5556 lb n .:, 
N • A ·ty·!d·,tl ( A• • fy ) n I 2 Iii • A · Cy· d--------
n • 2 O. IS · t'c bw 
A t d·---------- -M •0 ( ,._fy I • y- 2 •0 . IS • t'c · bw n 
A •• . 00l450l2J tn z • M Mn,--!-• 1 l9 . 5556 1b 
,._. tv 
_"_s_ ~ d P•l 1n 2 Nn - l 
Jn 
2 P•i 1n - b - lb •- 4 . 761':>-10 
2 r•c w 
2·0 . 85 'p;'T"T,i 
u 111in qoverna 
92 
A =- 2 · A • 0 .4 In 
2 
!I b 
C le.&r Space: [1 2 in - 2-.3 in •:? · . .3l5 in • 2 · db} · 
1 




4,- ------ • 0 . 588 2 .Lil 
0 . 8 5 · f'c·b .. 
c» ~ • O. 692 in 
111 
...=_ • 0 . 08 52 
dt 
< 0 . .375 Therefore ~,. 0 . 9 
¢>M • 41• A fy •[d • .!)• 14 . 0 956 ks.t !n ::? tt 
n .s t 2 
IJIM · 10 l 
~H • n lb ft • l 4095. 58 8::? lb ft 
n ksi i n 
2 rt 
M ,. M · 1 ft • 665 . 6 lb tt 
a A 
~v Tif ·4624 , 831 1 lb 
Fo0Un9 : M poaitivc, CCW 
lb 
q • 696 . 975--2 
toe rt 
<Wtti<Ha 
~ ,- 0 . 75 
93 
lb 
q . - 431. 7917 -- 2 b-... rt 
~ 2 
H ' •ylt B' • y • k M "" s 4 -[a·-l . hJ- 9 "-{u· . .!•h]•o lb so1ltop 2 3 2 3 
M :• F • -- + h • ll 64 . 8 lb ( • rt Iw.ater ., 3 
K :a-M • - llUi) . J!, lb 
weight R 
3 
h ·v ·It · 2 
K .,. cutoff s p • IIOO lb 
cutor:t' 3 · 2 
Md i ,._ l·(M il • N .l h l • 11<163 . H lb es 9n so top we g tf 
d•h-3.S ln aa . s ln 
~
1 
.. 0 . as fy,. 60000 P•l 
u,sume ~=-0 . 9 
Aa min is max of: 
M.\x aomect wil.l occur 4t tbe toe when 
aoments 1n one direction Are siaaed 
b,. d 
200- --
,. • ___ l_n_ l_n_ ln 2 • 0 . 34 tn 2 
smtn ..!.L 
••------0 . BS· f'c · b., 
pal 
N • n 
94 
2 
As~.O283 8929363 1n 
A p:Sl in 2 H 
_s _ _ ..!,L_ ~----------- - i: • 1699.6528 
J.n i · p.s1 in 2·0.852-;;1 -:: 
As min governs 
A "'A •0 .34 1n
2 
s .SJll.lft 
U!le r.o t b<1r 
A • 0.20 in 2 
b 
A ,..z . A •0 .4 in 2 
• b 
Clear Sp.ac e : (12 in -2 - 1 in -2- .ln in -2 -d~ 
1 
• 4.25 1n 
A• ry 
••·o . es-t'cb .. o . sea2 1n 
V 
C: 
d•0.0852 < 0 . 375 Theretortt 41•0.9 
t. 
~H ·-~-A ·ry-(d • .!.J- u.095flUJ in 2 tt 
n • t. 2 
~ .. · 10 l 




M i •M i l tt •ll46l.l5 lbtt 




Cu toff lfall: 
M cut o ff • 8 00 lb 
d,- "eut o tt-l . 5 in • ,.5 1n 
r •e=-, oo o ps! !y-=- 6O00 Opsi 
45.Su.ml!!e 4>=-0 . 9 
As ialn ts a<sx ot : 
"-.-fy 
• • _o ___ e_s __ r_• -c:--b-., 
M • A · fy ·(d- .!) n a 2 
A_,• .0 0 3294267 in 2 
011"' 1 no I b t 
A •l · A • 0 .2 in :Z 
• b 
W, b., j~ 2 2 3· -- · -- in • O. l7 08 in 1n ..£L 
psi 
b., d 
2O0·'1ii·7ii ., 2 
A ,- ---,--- !n - • 0.111 !n ,uu.n ty 
p$1 
A ,a 0.18 tn
2 
sain 
M cu tot i- • · Mn M cutoff • M 
• n 





4: • • C.2941 In 
0 . 85·f'c ·b 
"' 
c,. ~ •C .3Ui .Ln 
111 
C 
d• 0 .0839 < 0.315 Therefore ~-C.9 
t. 
¢M t• ~-A · fy(d • .!). 3 5801 h.L .Ln 2 ft 
n s t 2 • 
¢M 10 l 
~n' · ks.L : n 2 n lbft • 3580.147l lbft 
Vol1.1111e: 
L :a T + II , 2 • 2 ft a 29 ft 
s ,. e 
~Mn<)lcutoff 
l 
Vol •lfidt.h·L •h • (R-l rt )• L •h • h • w •L •ll . 5154 ,rd 
l s a cutoff cutoff s 
Steel (ACI min) : 
pmln••0.00111 
,._ . p · b · d 
O • 8.125 in 
t 
dt.• 4.125 ln 
A .. p •b d •0.0891 Jn 
2 
Cut.off wall 
• 111ln w t 
roe both. use 1 no 4 bar 
f ·• · • d y t • b 
ld.. ./ 1•111 , 9737 
25>.· f'c: 
C • ...!:L • 60000 
y p.tJ 
r•c 
C'C••;;.r • 4000 
1.-1.3 - ld•24 .665 1 
1 1•• 25 In 
A,,. l . O 
• •l.O e 
97 
!Structure 21 
Channel Dimerui iocs: 
b=-4 n .. ,.. 3 Yo"'2.43 £t FB:. 1 . 8, tt 
t •2l.39t t"t ., 
tt ) 
0,.12 . ,c --
sec 
g ,- 32.2~ 
2 
•c,_ lO tt Width of cx1st.1.ng chAJ'ltie1 
sec: 
For construction purposes, yo is as~l'..aned to tie l. S ft and toul depth, is 3 ft . 
!lead G4te , 
Q • 0. ,_,. -.J 2-g-b 
0 0 
t l 
o ,- o.7-A. ~-s -•ols_ c_ o o i - .., ·· o •oc 
Weir : 
OrUic:e will be~ inctu,s fro,a the bottom . Head is 
def lnded as the head at the lllidpoint of the or 1tice. 
Weir c:reat vil be at yO . 1 ft of !low J.a aaauaed to be going over the weir. The -•t 
conservative aaauaption vill b4! that the head g4te la cloeed and thAt the weir w1.H 
need to paaa the entire tlov. 
0 • l •L·h l.S 
., " 
o ,._o_ 





l · h l.S 
" 
h ,. 1 (ft) 
"' 
Aaaume: ~ ,. 30 ldet,1 I a ... o (deQ) 
V •62 . 4....!!_ 
water ) 
ft 
V ., .. V watel" Y c.- V con c rete 
Since the velr equation J.a not homogeneous, the ,roluea 
wlll need to be unltleaa. 
It •• O. ll • 
"•·vao.11 
































• 255 O lb 
H3•v 3•NA3• 6075 lb 
H
4
•11 4 MA,•5400 lb 







• 1'100 Jb 
6 
Weight 
Jl,a 7.8 ft 
.a•""::?. 5 ft 
heu tofi'" 2 rt 
., :a 8 tn 
cutoff 
h ·• 12 .tn 
b :a 12 tJt .. 
• .,. ·v • 1172 ~ 
l l .. ft 
• ,.,. · v - 1020 ~ 
2 2 C rt 
lb 
"3"'A3 · V c " lJS0 7t 
W A ·v • 90 0 ~ 
' ' • ft 
If •A ·v • lOO ~ 
!I s • rt 
lb w6,-A 6· vc•2 O07t 
Hlt ••M 1 • M2 + M3 • M4 • N5 + H 6• 2'1257 Jb 
p ... !l· k h 2 -v -600~ 
c p cutott • ft 
p • . !I· k · II' 
2 -v • 103 125 ~ Soil for cea can c•l out 
h • • ft 
p ,. . 5(H• 1.1 ft ) 
2
-y • 112) . 2 ~ 
.. .. ft 
L::. • S? ft 





=-2 ft • l 2 .z . S ft 
MA-~ - , "- ft 
J 2 · "' 
..,.,-JU.1 • 6 ft 
2 ft: 




,-e ft • 1·2 • I .!1 ft 
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p ·2·h 
H- l.25 rt • e eutoft . 3252 lZ lb KO .. P., · 3 3 . 
MR 
FS • - • 8 llDB 
o M 
Sliding: 
8 . 3808>1. 5 
A.,sume vertical veight l.s uni fOrllly d1str ubut ed 
R - -- · - -626.8889 ~ 




5 It cutoff ·vs · · p lb 
Ridth • 66. 6667--2 
rt eutot'f 
Pw lb 
F - - ---12c.a--
• Width rt 2 
e 2.u11>2.o 
Realstin9 Foree it alto ln the ~nlta 
Ill 5 ft 
,i, 
Width ot' eabecheent on each aide 
0•6.8 ft 
e 
Depth of .-l)eclaent 
Total real.at t.ng force fro. the eabedlllent 
lb r ••F • F • •28l.5lll--
2 rn r eper.oot ft 
F 
FS .. ~. 2 .211'1 
In F • 
Beu in9 Capacity: 
2.3062>2.0 





v·t. B [ l) J I •-- •- w a l tt 12 l.2 
W ( 6-e ) lb q ,_ ___ _ l + -- - • 1:?9.431 1--
to e tfid t h tfid1th tt 2 
q ,_ _ _ _ _ 1-- - - • S:U . 3467 --• f 6 e I lb 
heel Vid t. h Widlth Et 2 
•-•un( :h].o. 214 t -, -~ - 12 . 2629 d 11 
B'-Wldth - 2 •e • 8.S 0 93 Et 
y.-y •v . 31.6-2!. 
• w Et l 
D •• 2 . s tt depth or sou 
q • D ·v - u-2!. 
• tt 2 
(deg) 
at ~ 30 , Nc•l 0 .14 ti •ll . 4 q ti • 22 . 4 V 
F yd ... 1 F qd'"' l 
2 
Fq1•(1-::I •0 . 7461 
2 
Fyi•(l-:di •0.3O6 
l . 4U6>l . O 
• [ 6·e) q • - 1 - -





F11 ... 5·(S t't ) ·v., • 780 ft 
E' "" . S· lt K' 
2 -v • lOl.125 lb 
s a s ft 
Forces or so ... 1 11.ill canc:et 
H F · 5 • .!!_ . llOO lb 
a " l 
r •c:,- ,ooo psl ty, . 60000 ps1 
assume 4i .. o. 9 
A • ty 
a • • 
O.IS ·f"c:·b 
" 
M • A •fy·[d-.!J 
n • 2 




v ln 2 2 




A ,_ in ln in 2•0.34 in 2 
amin ..!:J... 
pd 
M .,. •fy·(d---"-·-·-f_Y _ I 




a _!L d pd in N n 
--2 pd · rn· ., b 
ln ., 0 1 ... r • c " -· . ., ' p;T 'T,j 
-lb·- u,. 6521 
Aa 1111n 9overna 
A ,. A • 0 . 34 ln 2 
a amin 
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Osc - rio 4 bats 
A a2 ·A • 0 . 4 1n
2 
s b 
Cl,e.ar Spa.cll!o: (12 1n -2·3 1n -2 ·.ll5 1n -2·db) 
1 
• ll. 25 ln 
d ,. 12 in - 3 fn - . 375 .tn - d .. 8. 12 5 ln 
t b 
A,; fy 
a=- O. 85 _ f 'c·b • O. 5882 fn .. 
C c1· 0.0852 < o. 375 Th i!orf:tore o,-o .9 
t 
~ -o ·A · rv-(a • .!J. U095 . 5882 p.sl 1112 re 
n • t 2 
~Mn 
,=H ,. _____ zbft •U095.5H2 lbft 
n pal J.n 2 ft 
M - M 1 ft • ll00 lb ft • • 
~Mn<Ma 
Shear: 
~,-0 . 75 
OV -~ ·2· fT'2 b., dint lb e9 24ll.6622 Jb 
C 1pa7 ln 
~v 
--= >v 2 !141( 
>l in 
I 03 
Foot.l.ng, ti posit.h•e CCW 
lb 
q • 129.Ull --
2 t.oe rt 
lb 
qheel · S24. 3467 --
2 
rt 
q :aq -q • 20S.08H ~ 
cliff t.o e he,H Et 2 
2 2 
N ,. lfidth . + (a112t.h) · 1. • lCO OC. 6& lb 
.soilbc 2 qheel 2· 3 qdirt' 
e• 2 -v - 1<. e · 2 -v - t 
N ,. s 
4-{e·.!.~h)- s 4,[11·~ + h)•o lb 
soilt.op 2 l 2 3 
H ,. F -1~ •h)• 20 80 lb wAter v 3 
h 
3-v -t -2 
N cutoU' s p • 800 lb 
cut.oft"' 3 ·2 
"at•MsoilbC + Hwciter + Mveight +Mcutoft
11
soiltop Max IIIOJMUlt vlll occur At the toe whe n 
•-ents J.n one dlrectlon are a.-.&d 
d:a h - l . 5 in • 8 . S in 
A4 m.ln ifl 1114\l( or: 
"• ty A•------0 . 115 f' c• b ., 
ty-• 60000 psi 
ft7c bv t~ 2 2 
l ·"'t ;;;r "T,j " ryl .In • 0. 3226 in 
P• 
bv d 
200 Tn .. Tn 2 2 







~ n M ·• n 
" . ,. ·tv·[d·---"..;;•;..·_r_v __ l 
n a 2· 0 . ll!i· f' c·b v 
A • t · d-------- -M •O [ "•'Y I• y 2· 0 . l!i · t· c· bv n 
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A~: · .OS9746729 in 
2 
A.s· fy 
A f p.sl in 2 
_.s __ .,!Z._ ~ - ---------
2 p.si in b 
in 2-O.IS 2 . .!.:.S.~ 
p.s.i .in 
A.s min governs 
2 
A •• A • 0 . 34 in s smin 
U:se ~ .o 4 t.:,,.~ 
A ... . ,. •0.8 in 2 
s b 
Ill 
n - u; · · 0.0 008 
Clear Space : p2 1n .2.3 tn .2 -. 37S in -4 d~ 
3 
•l.Olll in >l.in 
c• ..!.. • 1. 3841 fn 
"l 
C 
-;:r•0.1'103 < o.:n, Therefore 0••0 . 9 
t 
¢tc .. ,:..1,. - fy·[d -.!J. n. Ll24 k•l 1n 2 ft 
n • t 2 
~M •10 l 
~M ,_ _ __,n.._.,,.._ Jb ft • 2'1 ll2 . )529 Jb tt 
n Ui in 2 ft 




N • 80 0 lb 
cut o ff 
d: • v - 3 . S ln aLS ln 
c u toff 
!i
1
,.,o . e s f •c :. 4000 p.sl f.y, • 600 0 Qpd 
b .. i 2 2 
3 · · - · -- ln • O !708 1n 
As mi.n is a.ax o f: 
A a · fy 
4 • -=oc-_- :ec-:sc-. -c:f-=-•-c--b,-
w 
la fy · 
p.sl 
b" d 
200· - · -






H .. c:utorr•888.8889 lb 
n ~ 
M • A · fy-(d- .!) n II 2 M • A fy·ld- As · fy l 
n a 2 · 0.85 · f'c · bw 
A · f · d- ------ -M • 0 
[ 
Aa · fy J 
a y 2 · 0 . 85·f'e · bw n 
A ,. • 0 0 3294267 .tn l 
II 
Aa min govei:na 
A •• A •O . l & tn
2 
a amin 
,.., r.o I t t f 
"n -5 ·-n; • -6.160'),clQ 
d •t .tn -J in - . l75 ln - d •4 . 125 111 
t b 
A 1· ty • •• --...;...---•0 . 2941 in o. e 5· r • c:· b" 
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4 
c•• i'""•0.3t<6 1n 
l 
.£. . 0 .08]9 < 0.315 Tllerefore 
dt 
<:>,- O.9 
¢H --~ - A · fy·(d -~ 1- J.seo 11r.sJ. tn 2 n 





¢M -- ----- lb Et • 3580. H1l lb ft 
n Ir.SJ. J.n 2 ft 
Vo lume: 
l 
Vo l,.VidthL h • (R-l ft )L·h + h •v • L•l2.l6J yd 
2 • • cutoff cutoff a 
Steel (ACI ain) : 
p•in' · 0 . 0 0111 
A• • pbd 
• 4':I II 14 yd 
0 •11.US J.n 
t 
dt • 4. 12!1 tn 
Fo r both, use l no 4 b4r 
t .• .!L. 60000 
y pd 
f ' C: 
t'c:,- p• l .. ,ooo 
1
8
•• 25 J.n 
,., _ l .o 
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Budget 
Travel re imbursement 
IRS cost per mile = $0.54/mile 
Miles to date = 45 miles 
Expected total miles = 90 miles 
Current Reimbursement= Cost per Mile * Miles 
= $0.54 * 45 = $24.3 0 
Estimated Design Costs 
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE 














DESCRIPTION UNIT QUAN TITY 
Mobiliw tion Lump Sum l 
Implement SWPPP Lump Sum 1 
Survey Lump Sum l 
Clrnuuel Gmbbiniz Square foot 144745 1 
Channel Excavatio n Cubic Yan ! 134751 
Install specialty concrete Cubic Yan ! 46 
Provide Qualit y Control Testiu Lump Stun l 
Install 18-inch stop izate Each 1 
Install 12-iuch diameter rip mp Cubic Yard 1106 
Silt Fence Lineal Feet 9 1060 
Wetland Mitiization Acres 33 
Total 
10% ADJUSTMEN T (Design aucl Constrnction Inspecti on) 


















$ 618 ,966 .15 
$ 618.966 .15 
$ 25,000.00 
$ 434 ,235.30 







$ 11.253,930 .09 
$ 1.125,393.0 1 
$ 2,658,740 .98 
TOTAL OF BID $ 12,379.323.10 
Cost Benefit Analysis 
Alternativ e I- Moving the Polishing Pond 
Land purchase for new polishing pond 
Land needed = 21. 71 acres 
Land price = $7596 per acre 
Land Price = Land Needed * Land Price 
108 
= 21.7 * $7595 = $164,833 
Moving the pump station 
Estimated cost= $1,000,000 
Total Cost 
Total Cost= Land Price+ Moving the Pump Station 
= $164,833 + $1,000,000 = $1,164,833 
Alternative 2-Upgrad ing Existing Pipe 
Feet of pipe to be replaced = 6200 
Cost of 60" concrete pipe installed per foot = $600 
Cost of New Pipe= Feet of Pipe* Cost per Foot 
= 6200 * $600 = $3,720,000 
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Special Summary Documentation 
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Constraints Consideration Summary 
Health and Safety. The implementation of this project minimizes flood risk to the agricultural 
and industrial land. During the construction process, equipment may overturn due to slope 
instability. lOWE considered the safety of the construction crew during the design process. 
1 OWE used saturated soil conditions for design calculation. 1 OWE also used ·government design 
regulations and adequate factors of safety to ensure the integrity of the structures. 
Constructability. lOWE designed simple channels and diversion structures. 1 OWE avoided 
harming wetlands to the extent possible. In addition, the stonn water conveyance system is 
gravity fed. 
Economic. There were many economic constraints for this project: gravity-fed system, channel 
length, hydraulic structures, wetlands , and moving the holding pond and screw pumps. 
• The storm water system is gravity-fed due to the cost of installing and maintaining 
pumps . 
• The channe l length was minimized due to the increase in cost as the length increases . 
• The size and quantity of hydraulic structures were minimi zed due to the cost increase as 
the structures grow in both size and quantity. 
• The construction avoided wetlands to the extent possible due to the cost of replacing 
wetlands. 
• The Army Corps of Engineers requires three acres of wetlands be restored for 
every acre disturbed during construction. 
• The price of replacing one acre of disturbed wetland is $180,000. 
• The holding pond and screw pumps were relocated due to economic constraints . 
• 1 OWE completed a cost benefit analysis to assist in the decision of whether or not 
to move the holding pond and screw pumps. 
Environmental. As defined by the EPA, wetlands improve water quality, provide wildlife 
habitat, and regulate surface water flow. The design avoided disturbing the wetlands to the extent 
possible. 
Social. Canals in the area supply water to farmers who own water rights. 1 OWE ensured all 
individuals have access to their water rights by designing diversion structures . 
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Engineering Tools Summary 
Table SSDl. lOWE Engineering Tools 
Software Name Version Manufacturer 
ArcGIS ArcGIS 10.4 Esri 
AutoCAD AutoCAD 2016 AutoDesk 
Civil3D Civil3D 2017 AutoDesk 
Google Drive NIA Google 
Slide Slide 6.0 Rocscience 
Smathstudio 0.98.6179 Andrey I vashov 
Storm and Sanitary Storm and Sanitary 2015 AutoDesk 
TauDEM 5.0 Avai lable from David Tarboton 
Government Regulations 
Table SSD2. lOWE Government Regulations 
Or2anization Number Name 
NRCS TR-55 Urban Hydrology for Small 
Watersheds 
USBR NIA Design of Small Canal 
Structures 
Logan City NIA Cache Valley Storm Water 
Design Standards 
American Concrete Institute 318&10 -5-4 Building Code for 
Requirements for Structural 
Concrete 
Professional Responsibility and Conduct Summary 
Table SSD3. Professional Standards 
Or anization Number Name 
ASCE NIA ASCE Code of Ethics 
Risk Considerations 
Design process risk considerations. The field investigation risked the health and safety of 
members of lOWE. The purpose of the field investigation was to gain a better understanding of 
cmTent condit ions in the area of interest. This involved driving and taking velocity and cross-
sectional area measurements of canals. The canals of interest are lined with a fine clay. 1 OWE 
carefully evaluated where to take measurements to ensure they did not get trapped in the mud. 
1 OWE completed this investigation in late fall and all team members wore appropriate clothing 
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to diminish the risk of illness. 1 OWE mitigated risk while driving to the area of interest by 
wearing seatbelts and obeying all local driving regulations. 
Post-design process risk considerations. The implementation of this project minimizes flood 
risk to the agricultural and industrial land. During the construction process, equipment may 
overturn due to slope instability. lOWE considered the safety of the construction crew during the 
design process. 1 OWE used saturated soil conditions for design calculation. 
Potential Additional Reviewers 
• Lance Houser PE 
• Sedimentologist 
• Logan City Council 
• Construction Contractors 
Methods for Overcoming Challenges 
1 OWE employed several methods to overcome challenges. 1 OWE focused on communication , 
comparative advantage , and planning. By designating a "naysayer" for several meetings, 1 OWE 
evaluated many different ideas and methods. 1 OWE avoided confusion among the team and 
between the client by using the proper method of communication for each task. 1 OWE 
reallocated assignments to increase efficiency. For example, Ryan Weller and Megan Gordon 
changed roles so that Megan is the primary technical writer and Ryan is the geotechnical 
engineer. Finally , lOWE used planning as method to communicate and coordinate with the 
client. 
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